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Speech Team
Opens Season
With Victory
The winning ways continue.
The two-time defending state
champion Calloway County High
School Speech Team opened its
season with a first-place finish in
the 40-school Maplewood
(Nashville) High School Speech
Tournament this past weekend.
Calloway coach Larry England
said he was pleased with the performance of "a young and inexperienced team." Twelve seniors
graduated from the team a year
ago.
Heritage High School,
Maryville, Tenn., placed second in
the event while Farragut High
School,Knoxville,finished third.
Lakers placing in the tournament were Trisha Clark, first,
poetry, and third, dramatic interpretation; Jenise Boyd, second,
and Gina Brown, fifth, girls extemporaneous speaking; Fbicent
Alton, second, boys extemporaneous speaking; Lisa Hale,
second, Janice Boggs,fourth, and
Debbie Walker, sixth, prose interpretation; Bill Murray, fourth,
humorous interpretation; and
Brown,sixth,original oratory.
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Nomination
A change le votes from
Calloway County enabled Gregory
Higdon, Fancy Farm, to receive
the Democratic nomination for
First District state senator over
hlancil Vinson, Murray.
The nomination is for a special
election to fill the remaining two
years of the term of Richard Wesienberger, who resigned because
he is running unopposed for
Graves County commonwealth attorney. Voting took place Saturday in a special meeting of the
Democratic executive committees of the six counties in the
district.
The selection required two
secret ballots. According to rules
set by the committee, a candidate
needed to get a majority of the
votes cast to win the nomination.
The value of the votes from each
county's committeemen were based on the number of votes cast for
the Democratic presidential
nominee in the last election.
On the first ballot, Vinson
received 45.93 percent of the votes
Higdon's 45.t. i.z,.-ent0.Graves
"Skip" Neale, Murray, received
6.21 percent. One person with 2.07
percent abstained.
A percentage of 49.805 was needed to win the nomination and no
winner was declared.
On the second ballot, Higdon
received 49.54 percent of the vote
to Vinson's 48.02. Neale withdrew
his name. The total needed to win
dropped to 48.82 percent because
Joe Dyer,a Calloway County committeeman, left the meeting prior
to the second vote.
Earlier in the meeting, Dyer
had nominated Neale.
Z.C. Enix, chairman of the
Calloway County Democratic
Committee, could not be reached
for comment by press time this
morning.
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The Murray-Calloway Industrial Foundation has announced plans for upgrading the industrial park on U.S. 641 North.
The improvements are an effort to
make the site more marketable to
Industrial clients, Bill Tenton executive vice president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce said.
The board has formulated a
policy of having acreage immediately available. A major consideratien was to establish a
policy of non-farming on a large
portion of the property.
If we are going to show a prospective
client the property, then
SPACE
—
Additional
counters
COUNTER
are
being
installed
County
in
the
Clerk's
office,
EXTENSION OF
it
needs
to
look like an industrial
according to Marvin Harris,county clerk, four computer terminals are due to arrive in his office this week.
park,"
a
spokesman
said. This
Dale
Myers,
county
employee,
and
apply
laminated Plastic tops to the renovated
McCoy (foreground)
j
will preclude row cropping and

will require other development
such as "ground cover" Also
selected removal of trees near the
railroad will be Implemented.
A new sign identifying the park
was recently erected. If we have
a park, let's let people know it,"
Teuton said.
Plans also call for the cutting of
a road into tbe property for access. Other problems that must be
addressed are the availability of
utilities. This is now being persued. Teuton pointed out.
"Knowledgeable practitioners
In industrial development have
stated that Murray has one of the
finest pieces of property for Intrial development In the
abe," Teuton said."It just has to
be developed and marketed."

enate Committee Opens Hearings On MX Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — Facing with "Stealth" equipment to foil predecessor at the Pentagon,
stiff questioning in Congress, the Soviet radar.
Harold Brown, dismissed it as
Reagan administration says its 'Sen. John Warner, R-Va., chair- "better than nothing." plan to deploy MX missiles in man of the subcommittee on
"Because of the failure to keep
stronger silos and build a new nuclear forces and a former Navy e, strategic, forces modernized and
bomber is essential to counter a secretary, said he would press because of the length of time it
"considerable danger" of nuclear Defense Secretary Caspar W. takes to bring new systems on,
attack in the nextfew years.
Weinberger to justify the use of -there will be a period in the middle
The Senate Armed Services fixed silos and explain "whether of this decade when we willobe
Committee was opening hearings we can afford two new bomber vulnerable and will have a period
today on President Reagan's pro- programs at the same time."
of considerable danger,"
posal to deploy 100 MX missiles,
In interviews Sunday, Weinberger said on CBS' "Face
reinforce vacant Titan silos for at Weinberger called the plan a the Nation."
_
least 36 of them and build 100 B-1 "vast strengthening" of U.S. "That is why it is absolutely
bombers while working on a plane military might,, while his essential to start now with the

Reagan Administration Wants
Federal Reserve To Loosen Gnp
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration, concerned that the nation's money and
credit supply may be pinched too
tightly with a recession looming,
wants the Federal Reserve Board
to loosen its grip a bit to get the
economy moving again.
Treasury Department
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said
Sunday that the administration is
not calling for an "easy-money
policy" or asking that the Fed
change its policy.
Rather, he said, the board
should not clamp down any harder
than it had said it would.
National industrial prbduction
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is stagnant and housing and other
credit-sensitive industries — including thousands of auto dealers
and other small businessmen —
are mired in some of their worst
times ever. Economists in and out
of government blame ihe hard
times on high interest rates
resulting from a scarcity of
money to fill credit demands.
"We are coming to a time here
when a change haste be made,"
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan said in an interview
published Sunday in The
Washington Post.
Regan said the Fed in the past
has "held on too tightly to the

Partly Sunny
Partly sunny with A.
chance of thundershowers
today. Highs in the low to
mid 80s. Mostly cloudy with
a good chance of thundershowers tonight. Lows in the
mid 60s. Chance of thundershowers Tuesday morning,
then decreasing cloudiness
and turning cooler in the
afternoon. Highs in the mid
to upper 70s.

monetary „Terns," eiacerbating
recessionary periods:
"What we are trying to do this
time, and I know the Fed is as
sensitive to this as I am, is to anticipate that and not stay in a
low-supply mode any longer than
is necessary_ in the downturn," he
said.
• "I'm not going to try to tell the
Fed.. exactly what _mechanisms
to use in order todo this," he added. But he said the result "would
be a sufficiency of money to
enable the economy to recover
nicely from its current flat
period."
Fitzwater said Regan's comments suggested only that "the
Fed stick to its policy of steady
monetary growth... We are not,
calling for an easy-money policy,'
simply that the Fed should stay
within the target range_ of
monetary policy that it has
chosen."
The money supply actually has
been growing more slowly than
the Fed intended.
The Federal Reserve has been
trying to manipulate the money
supply so that the measure known
as M-1B — cash and most checking accounts — grows atan annual
rate of 3.5 percent to 6 percent this
year.
During the first six months of
the year, however, it grew at an,
annual rate of only 2.2 percent. It
fell by $1.3 billion last week.

modernization and strengthening no way to permanently guarantee
of these strategic forces," he said. :that missiles in a known silo could
Brown, interviewed on the ABC 'be protected from Soviet nuclear
program "Issues and Answers," attack but said, "We are prow*.
said, "It's better than nothing....It big to make them invulnerable for
will produce a greater symmetry a number of years."
between the United States and the
"Scene say that is just a stopSoviets. That doesn't make me gap," the defense secretary said.
very comfortable. I don't worry "All right, but- it's an awfully big
about a U.S.first strike, because it gap and it's very vital to Mop it."
isn't going to happen. I do worry
The debate over strategic
about a Soviet first strike."
weapons begins as the battle
Former President Carter had builds over Reagan's proposed
scrapped plans for the B-1 and ad- 'ale of AWACS radar planes to
vocated shuttling 200 MX mimetic* Saudi Arabia. Both the Senate
among 2,400 shelters in the West to Foreign Relations and House
conceal their whereabouts, a, Foreign Affairs conunittees are
"shell-game" system intended to Likely to vote against the deal this
force the Soviets to saturate the week.
area with 4,000 nuclear warheads
Ten of the Senate committee's
to wipe oat all the has.
17 members and 24 of the Howe
Sen. John Tower, chairman of committee's 37 members cothe Armed Services Committee, sponsor veto resolutions against
appearing on the NBC program the sale. The House is likely to
"Meet the Press," derided veto the sale Oct. 13, but the
Reagan's MX plan Sunday as Senate's vote is still too close to
"silo stuffing." The Texas call.
Republican said it faces an
"uncertain"fate in Congress.
Reagan needs approval of only
Weinberger said the Reagan one chamber for the $6.5 billion
plan "isn't a weakening,it's a vast sale of sophisticated radar planes
strengthening."
and other arms.
He said the Titan silos would be
In other congressional business
reinforced to withstand up to 5,000 this week:
pounds per square inch of blast
—A confrontation is set Tuesday
pressure, almost 10 times what on the administration's drive for
Carter proporied for new shelters deeper budget cuts as the House
In Nevada and Utah.
takes up the appropriations bill
Brown argued that the Soviets for the Health and Human Serwill have nuclear warheads by vices and Labor departments.
1984 or 1965 accurate enough to
House Speaker Thomas P.
blast a cavity all around the site O'Neill Jr., 1)-Mass., says the bill
and added: "You can't harden a Is $73 million over the administrashelter enough so that it will surve tion's budget. The White House
being in the crater from a nuclear says it is 000 million too much if
explosion."
the latest budget-slashing proWeinberger conceded there is posals are counted.

Play Scheduled At MHS
The Murray High School
Department of Speech and
Theatre will present Arthur Fauqueirs "Reynard the Fox" Tuesday, Oct. 6, in the school's band
room.
The play uses animals to parody
human life. The cast includes
Matt Harrington, Noblethe Lion;
Kellie Overbey, Tiecelin the
Crow; Mike Childress, Ysengfrin

the Wolf; Brian Doyle, Brun the
Bear; Bill Bossing, Reynard the
Fox; Kate Shepard, Epinard the
Porcupine; and Kimberly Otes,
Lendore the Marmot.
The play also will be Murray's,
entry in the Secondary School
Theatre Festival of the Kentucky
Theatre Association. "Reynard the Fox" will begin at
8 p.m. Admission will be $1.

Findings Disprove Theories

Body In Grave Indeed Oswald,Pathology Team Announces
••

DALLAS (AP)--two decades
of theories about at least one
aspect of the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy apparently have been disproved with
a finding "beyond any doubt" that
Lee Harvey Oswald was buried in
the grave marked with his name.
"There is no reason to ever
disturb that body again. Ever,"
said Dr. Linda Norton,the head of
a pathology team that announced
Sunday that the exhumed body
'aidned Oswald, identified by
the Warren' Commission as the
man who killed Kennedy an Nev.
22, 1963.
"We both individually and as a
team have concluded beyond any
doubt, and I mean beyond any
doubt, that the individual buried
under the name Lee Harvey

Oswald in Rose Hill cemetery is
Lee Harvey Oswald,"she said.
British author and assassination
theorist Michael Eddowes, who
agreed to pay for the exhumation,
had contended the body in
Oswald's grave was that of a Russian imposter who replaced
Oswald when be'aefected to the
Soviet Union in 1959.
Eddowes, who wrote "The
Oswald Files," said Sunday he
was "surprised, but in no way
disappointed"at the findings.
Oswald's widow, Marina
Oswald Porter, said she was
relieved and "pleased with the
results of the autopsy."
Mrs. Porter, who stayed at a
discreet distance as the body was
exhumed at Fort Worth's Rose
Hill Burial Park Sunday morning,

said she was "glad the issues have family quarreling ended Sunday
morning at 7 a.M., as gravedigbeen resolved."
gers worked quickly to exhume
She said she hoped to resume a
Oswald's- body at Mrs. Porter's
"normal life" as Marina Porter.
insistence.
Oswald was shot to death two
days after the Kennedy shooting
The final hurdle was removed
by nig,htclub owner Jack Ruby. when Oswald's brother, Robert,
Since then there have been removed his legal opposition to
several books propounding the the exhumation. A _ temporary
idea that More than one person restraining order issued by a
was involved in the assassination federal judge at Robert Oswald's
and several theories about request expired at midnight
Oswald,including Eddowes'.
Satikrptav. prompting negotiations
"We hone this iota the matter to befirrea attorneys for Mrs. Porter
rest," said Norton, a former and her brother-in-law. .
As a ringed security guards and
Dallas Cainty medical examiner
several
attorneys looked on, the
Birmin
who now practices
ingham, Ala. "We hope the concrete vault containing.
Porters can go about living a nor- Oswald's casket was lifted from
m& life without any more "the grave.
speculation."
Officials said moisture "bad
Years of court battles and bitter deteriorated the coffin, which par-

BEST - COPY AVAILABLE

daily collapsed onto the body as
the vault was opened.
The casket was reinforced with
cardboard and wood,covered with
a sheet and taken by hearse to
Baylor University Medical Center
ip Dallas. The body was examined
by Nbrton, Dr. Vincent
DiMaio, Einar County medical
examiner, Dr. James A. Cottons,
who specializes in dentistry, and
Dr. Irvin Sopber, a West Virginia
state medical examiner who has
written several books on lorensie
41"trY
The team took X-rays and made
dental impressions to compare the
teeth with Oswald's Marine Corps
records. .
Norton said a mastoidectomy scar from an operation
Oswald had when be was 11 Yaws

old also was discovered and
photographed.
"There was no doubt (that the
body was Oswalt)," said Cottons,
assistant professor of dentistry at
the University Of Texas Health
Science Center in San Antonio.
Norton said the entire procedure was videotaped at Mrs.
Porter's request.
The body was decomposed, but
some tissue and r'-d'
clothing remained, ifortein
said, adding that the4bW -_Laesd
no signs of-baving been distorted
before Sunday's exhumation.
DiMaio confirmed Mrs. Porter
Identified two rings found on the
body. Authorities said the body
was placed in a new casket and
returned to Rose Hill for re-hurial
after the team announced its
findings.
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Community Event,s
Monday,Oct.1
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 'V
p.m. at the church.
Lottie Moon Group of
First Baptist Church
. Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Marvin Mg&
Douglas Civic Improvement Club will meet at 7
p.m.at Douglas Center.

ainey'J 211
by Rainey 4pperson

On a recent Tonight Show,
Johnny Carson made several unnecessary remarks about Murray,
Kentucky and Murray State
University - it made us sound like
a bunch of back woods red necks.
He needed a good scorching letter
from one of us, so I wrote him one.
Here is my letter, and also here is
the answer from Carson Productions.
Dear Johnny,
So, you have never heard of
Murray State "College" -by the by
- we have been a fully accredited
University, since 1966. We are
located in the heart of the lake
area of Kentucky.
Doc Seversen has performed at
our university several times and I
can't understand why he did not
speak up instead of "hooting."

that we appreciate your bmv
taken the trouble to write

AMLEIGAR.
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Ito Waists as
Ti Hero His Baby

BURT REYNOLDS

PATERNITY
7:00.9:15
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PISCES
You needn't let work pro- purchase towards nightfall.
tial."
X
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
bleins dim your outlook on SAGITTARIUS
The FDA removed sacUnexpected news from a
life. Watch carelessness. Love (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Friends and money don't distance has romantic over- charin from its GRAS
comes unexpectedly. Friends
mix favorably. Romance is in- tones. Surprising career (generally recognized as
give good advice,
triguing, but be careful of un- developments work to your safe) list, although the
GEMINI
wise involvement. The accent advantage. Be careful of your sweetener, labeled with a
(May 21 to June 201
health.
,warning to consumers,
You'll have to cut down on is-on discretion.
credit-card spending. New
has been allowed to relove is possible now, but an exmain on the market.
isting romantic problem could
Aspartame is said to
IRA
G.
CORN,
JR.
still bother you.
have the taste of sugar
CANCER
without the aftertaste of
(June 21 to July 22)
artificial
some
Vary your routine for ex- ::Great souls have wills; worse than 3-1, there will be
citing times. Be willing to help feeble ones have only 10. top tricks counting on sweeteners. It is 180
close ties with problems. A wishes.'' —
Chinese only one heart ruff in times as sweet as sugar
dummy. If trumps are 2-2, with less than one-tenth
domestic concern could trou- Proverb.
there is no need to guess the the calories. A teaspoon
hie you.
It takes more than wishes diamonds; declarer will be of sugar has 15 calories.
LEO
to make today's exacting able to ruff both heart
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Aspartame will be
A more positive attitude is game. Declarer has three losers in dummy. And if nei- known as nutritive
needed in the work area. shots at making 10 tricks ther of these possibilities sweetener, said Forester,
You'll meet with romance but he must fire in the right develop, perhaps the because it provides some
defender who holds the third
now,--but guard health and order.
West starts with the club trump will also have the calories. But because of
avoid self-indulgence.
its sweetening ability, onking to declarer's ace and a fourth heart.
VIRGO
To take advantage of all ly a small amount will be
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) riPti t quick study uncovers three
The cost of entertainment chances to make the chances, declarer takes the needed to sweeten a procould trouble you. Find less contract. If declarer can first club and plays only one duct.
costly ways to have fun. Opt make a winning guess in high trump. A diamond is
The new sweetener will
for home life rather than a diamonds with trumps no led to dummy and the fates be available to conhave dealt no winning guess,
East takes dummy's jack
with his queen. East finds
the best defense and leads a
second low trump. Declarer
wins and now two chances
are gone. The only remaining chance is for East to
hold four hearts.
The ace and, king of
hearts are cashed and a
third heart is ruffed in
dummy. Now a diamond
ruff and a heart ruff clear

ego

7:10,9:00

tion will meet at 7:30p.m.
at Mayfield Middle
School.

Ilateay-Callo way
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. in the social hall,
First United Methodist
Chamh.

n

sumers in free-flowing
and tablet form for use as
a table substitute for
sugar. Manufacturers
will be able to use aspartame as a dry base
sweetener for powdered
beverages, instant coffee and tea, gelatins, puddings, fillings and dessert
toppings.and as a flavoring agent in chewing
gum.
Aspartame cannot be
used for cooking and baking, however, since,
unlike saccharin, it
breaks down at high
temperatures. It also
loses its sweetening ability during prolonged contact with liquids.
Aspartame, however,
may be used eventually
in carbonated soft drinks,
the largest use of artificial sweetener. The
manufacture of aspartame, G.D. Searle and
Company of Skokie,411.,
plans to seek FDA approval for the future use
of aspartame in carbonated beverages.
Aspartame is a synthetic compound composed of two amino acids —
aspartic acid and
phenylalanine — which
also are found in protein
foods.

0
1‘:46.

THE ACES'

Open 7:00-Start 7:30

Thurs. Thru Sun.
MANNEQUIN (R)
Plus
HARRY & THE
HOOKERS
$50 Corlood Thurs.

Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
An Australian film,
"Cars That Eat People,"
will be shown at 2:30 p.m.
and 7 p.m. in the theatre,
University Center, Murray State University.
Prof. Kent Forrester will
give an introduction at 7. The showings art _
free to the pubhc

New Sugar Subgtit-W'
Expected In October

We are always pleased to be
made aware of our viewer's opinions for it is through this
awareness that we are able to improve our programming. We have
A new sugar substitute
made note of your comments so
to come on the
expected
they may guide us in the future.
market in October may
Again,thank you for the interest offer consumers a sweet
prompted you to write. By the
that
May the bird of paradise fly up way - Doc's last name is spelled S- alternative to either
sugar or saccharin.
your nose on his way to Murray,Ky. E-V-E-R-I-N-S-E-N.
Aspartame was apSincerely,
Love and kisses,
proved by the Food and
Rainey(Mrs. Walt) Apperson
Drug Administration in
Tonight Show Correspondent
Touche, so I did rnispell Doe's July as a sweetener for
Dear Tonight Show Viewer:
last name, but he needs to stop all table use and in certain
Thank you for your recent letter of that "hooting" when the name packaged foods. It will
concerning the Tonight Show. We of Murray State comes up - OK, join saccharin as the only
are sorry to learn of your Doc?? After all, his name is not approved artificial
displeasure and want you to know listed in our phone book.
sweetener available to
food manufacturers and
the public since the FDA
banned cyclamate in
1970.
The new sweetener
may solve'a problem for
people who want to cut
sugar intake — without
giving up sweeteners —
but who do not want to
Fraaces Drake
use saccharin, Dr.
FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 6,1981
Darlene Forester, extenwhat mad of day willsion
tomor. night on the town.
CAPRICORN
nutritionist in the
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
row be? To find out what the LIBRA
University of Kentucky
stars say, read the forecast (Sept.23to Oct.zz) =1-!--4"m Soft-pediti differences with College of Agriculture,
Tension on the home front higher-ups. At the same time, said.
given for your birth Sign. '
requires more patience from don'tpromise more than you
you. Creative artists are in- can deliver. Parties lead to "Aspartame may be an
ARIES
improvement on sacspired.
Exciting news comes romantic encounrs,
te
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
charin in two ways," she
AQUARIUS
Stress on the career level via phone or letter.
said. "Many people don't
,ut..
t (Jan. 20 to 7eb. 18)
shouldn't lead to escapism. A SCORPIO
private conference goes well. ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MIeh,- Don't take the criticism of want to use saccharin
A suspirious attitude will others too personally. You're because they don't like
Adventure leads to love at
mar communications. Watch sensitive now and easily hurt. the taste, or because
first sight. "
careless afternoon speech. Business connections prove they're concerned with
TAURUS
(4
4
7- You may make an unexpected helpful.
(Apr. 20 to May 20 d'
its cancer-causing poten-

Your Individual
Horoscope

7:00,9:00

f' •

In regards to the David Letterman Concert, the Murray State
University student organizatioh
will sponsor this event. Otherwise, we would definitely boycott
his "appearance" - as he does not
seem to know where he is going,or
where he has been.
We could brag about all of our
famous favorite sons, but we will
let you research that subject.

District. I.:0E Abe
American Dairy Associa-

Group II of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. in the
church library with
Rubye Pool to give the
program. Hostesses will
be Vera Farris, Mary
Force, and Mary Parks.
Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
James Rogers.

Murray TOPS (take off
Chapter M of the pounds sensibly) Club
P.E.O. Sisterhood will will meet at 7 p.m. at the
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center.
home of Mrs. Harlan
Hodges.
Alcoholics Anonymous
UNI
,
•••••4
will
meet at 8 p.m. at the
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted west end of the Livestock
Masons will have Past and Exposition Center.
Masters Night at 7:30
First United Methodist
p.m. at the lodge hall. A Church Women will meet
potluck supper will be at 10 a.m. at the Hale
served at6:30 p.m.
Chapel of the church. The
Northside Baptist Executive Board will
Church Women will meet meet at 9 a.m. with the
at 7 p.m. with Ann coffee time at 9:30 a.m.
Salmon.
Murray Assembly No.
Calloway County
19
Order of the Rainbow
Athletic Boosters will
for
Girls will meet at 7
meet at 7 p.m. at the
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Calloway County High
School Library. A film of
Free blood pressure
the CCHS-South Fulton tests will be given from 12
game will be shown.
noon to 2 p.m. at the
Skating party for Seventh-Day Adventist
Calloway County 4-H Church, South 15th and
Club members and their Sycamore Streets.
guests will be from 4 to 6
p.m.at the Murray Rpller
Parents Anonymous
Skating Rink.
will meet at6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087
Tuesday,Oct.6
or 753-6917.
Kappa Department'
Murray Woman's Club
Sinking Spring Baptist
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Young Women will meet
club house with Helen at 7:30 p.m. at the home
Hodges as speaker.
of Gail Turner.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house with Bennie Purcell to present the
program.

Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows
Dexter at 9.:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Joe

Smith's• Carpet Center
••
*Cabin Craft
*Mohawk
*World
*Queens
*Salem
*Coronet
*Trend
Vinyl Floor Coverings By:
•Congoleum *Armstrong
•Mannington *GAF

•1
See Us

kr I I" .4.

4

For all year floor covering needs. "Where Quality 1, Service Counts
Murray, Ky.
So. 4th
753-6660
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-4

Cherry Branch
0 Beauty Clinic

NORTH
•8432
•A7
•K J62
.743
WEST
•5
V1032
48754
•K Q J98

10-5-81-A

EAST
•J76
V Q J98
•A Q109

465

SOUTH
41A K Q109
K654
•3
•A102

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer South. The bidding: South
1•
3V

You're Cordially Invited
To Our Free Make Over Clinic

West
Pass
Pass

North
24
44

East
Pass
All

Pass

Call The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for*an appointment. Hours T5 Thursday & Friday 7 753-8272.
YOU'LL LEARN theskincare plan that's perfect for you by actually using the products chosen for your special needs.
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing
your own makeup under the expert guidance of our tiscensed
.
cosmetologist.
The look you achieve will be the one you'll want to recreate again
and again... when you wish to be your most glowing self.
Ca1.1 now or stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment
with° glorious new you.

Opening lead_ Club king
the hurdles and declarer has
won himself 10 tricks.
Bid with Coro

South hold:

-

10-5-81-B

4376
11,Q J98
•A Q109
465

North

South

3.
sdOrs

Chestnut St.

ANSWER: Pass. North's'.
Qzeprimtive bid promises
about six or seven winners
depending upon vulnerability. The opponents may be on
for _game but they haven't
bid it yet

_

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addrettusl stamped envelope
for reply

The holiday season will soon be upon us, perhaps with
unwanted pounds.,To avoid New Year's resolutions about
dieting, take action now!
You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just six weeks. Start
now—be thinner by Thanksgiving and skinny by Christmas.
Don't let the New Year find more of you than you would like.
Come in now. Together, we can make it happen. Give
yourself the best Christmas ever—a thinner, healthier,
\ happier YOU!
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HEALTH
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Apt to have trouble?

Butler-Vaugh Marry`

inns
WII RAM BOY
Mr and Mrs John
iBus ) Wilharn.
Maryville. Tenn are the
parents of a son.
Jonathan Tyler weighing
rune pounds Ava ounces,

TUCKER BOY

Leisha Ann Butler and
Michael Dalton Vaughn
DEAR DR. LAMB — I disease that require surgery, ence by bone-age studies were united in marriage
have been told that I have sernetimes almost on an using X-rays. Your
on Aug. 14 at North Margallstones. These showed up emergency basis To give in height is largely
(Z
11- shall Church of Christ
incidentally in another X-• yea a better understanding mit upon the -continued with John Dale, minister
ray. To date I have had no of the prohlesn I am sending growth of your long bows.
particular symptoms, except you The Health Letter num- such as the thigh bone. Now. of Seventh and Poplar
an occasional nagging pain ber 4-9. Gallstones and the ends of the shalt is a .Churchof Quist, Murray,
zone of cartilage, which coo- - sod Dalton Vaughn,
for a short time in my right Gallbladder Disease.
Others who want this issue times to grow, unlike solid father of the groom, ofside. I'm 61, not fussy abaci
going through an operation, can send 75 cents with a bone. New bone continues to
fing.
and tiOnsidered
- fatty long;--stamped, *elf— form at the edges of the
cappellik
A
midmost
envelope
for
it
to._
1&
Lild
$004
hiren_it
cartilage.
to care of this newspa- Eventually
presented and
couple
the
cards"
nf
n1'
operations.
a Is it pee, P.O. Box 1551, Radio Is calcified and becomes Butler, sister of the bride,
possible for me to get along City Station, New York, NY . mature bon.. By seeing how Renee Rucker, Laurie
the rest of my life with the 10019.
much cartilage you still
Gallstones are mainly of Moe, if any, your chances of McKinney, Kim Tucker,
gallstones or am I apt to
have trouble?
two types, those composed continued growth can be and a group from the
DEAR READER — The of bile pigments and those of
Benton Church of Christ.
answer depends a lot on cholesterol. The latter have estimated.
Parents of the couple
If you are healthy there is
what type of stones you been dissolved by new mediClaude
have, how big they are and cines, still in the testing little you can do to increase are Mr. and Mrs.
whether your gallbladder stage. As promising as this your growth, other than eat Butler, Jr.', and Mrs.
functions properly or not. development is, it is used an adequate well-balanced Dalton Vaughn, Benton.
The occasional pain in your only in small stones in peo- diet That includes
The bride is the grandright side may not even be ple who have no associated protein, but excess
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
will
not
help.
Your
own
biorelated to your gallstones gallbladder disease. Not
but may be from colon everyone can use these pills logical clock and hormones Rex Humphrey, Mrs.
Ruby Butler, and the late
spasms or gas, which are so because some stones are too determine growth rate.
common.
large, others are of bile
Claude Butler, Benton.
In general, if a person is in pimento, not cholesterol.
The groom is the grandgood health the risk of Still other patients have
son
of Woodard Chilcutt,
gallbladder surgery is slight. gallbladder disease that preParis,
Tenn., and the late
For that reason having such vents concentrating the
Vera Chilcutt, and of Mr.
an operation before age 50 is medicine in the gallbladder
usually not a great risk. to dissolve the stones.
September 7rought lit- and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn,
After age 60, it is usually all
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
Murray.
right unless there are other a 17-year-old'girl, under 5 tle change in overall
The bridiwas escorted
illnesses, such as heart dis- feet tall. Do I still have a supermarket bills,
ease and then the risk goes chance to get taller? What according to an by her father and given in
up sharply.
do 1 need to eat to grow?
Associated Press market- marriage by her parents.
Yes, many people who
DEAR READER — Chro- basket survey.
She presented her mother
have silent gallstones go nological age and physiologiIndividual price in- with a silk rose at the
through life with a minimal cal age are not necessarily
amount of difficulty without the same. Some people creases and decreases beginning of the
surgery. But others develop mature fast and others slow. just about canceled each ceremony. At the conclucomplications of gallbladder Doctors separate the differother out; 25 percent of sion, she presented a silk
the items surveyed by the rose to her mother-inAP went up last month, law.
She wore a forma,)
while 26 percent went
gown
of white chantilace
down.
The AP drew up a ran- over silk faced peau. The
dom list of ld came* --molded bodice featured a
Nee-tem dilemmas fade
purchased food and .Princess Mule neckline
after a WELCOME WAIMII sell.
non-food products and sprinkled with pearls and
As year !toeless, it's my jab te help yes make the
checked prices at one •crystals and slender fitmost of year new meigliberbeed. Oar sbeppieg areas
supermarket in each of 13 ted sleeves of lace. The
Ceaur.laity opportunities. Special attreetieas. Lets
cities on March 1, 1973. bouffant skirt was
ef iacts to says yes time sad messy.
Prices have been created by multi-tiers of
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
rechecked on or about the lace ruffles draping to the
I'll be listening for year ealL
start of each succeeding floor and forming a full
chapel length train.
month.
Welcome Wagon
To complete the bridal
The latest survey showge King 492-8348
Mary Hamilton 753-5570 ed that the marketbasket ensemble she chose a
bill went up last month in Spanish Mantilla edged in
nine cities and down in matching lace that flowfour cities. Overall, the ed to beyond the train.
Her bouquet was of
marketbasket bill at the
white,
blue, and pink
checklist stores increased by only one-tenth of 1 roses, violets, and baby's
percent during breath entwined with
pastel ribbons. She also
September.
The rise was the fourth wore a diamond necklace
monthly increase this 'given to her by the
year. The items in the AP groom,diamced earrings
Beautiful tons without the sun. Keep your summer ton without
survey also went up in f borrowed from her sister,
the use of dangerous tanning booths. Safe natural food colorJanuary, June and July. and a six pence given to
ings. Millions have token t hese tablets without any side effects. Send for your boa of 72 tablets spocially priced at
They decreased in the re- her by theflower girl.
Denise Hargrove, Ben$29.92 plus $3.00 handling(check or money order)from —
maining five months.
ton,
was matron of honor,
Comparing prices today with those at the start Tammy Butler was maid
of the year, the AP found of honor, and Cheryl
1810 East Michigan
that the average market- Marler, Hardin, was
Lansing, Michigan 48912
basket bill was 5.5 per- bridesmaid.
The attendants wore
cent lower than it was
Dept. A-509
lavender gowns overlaid
• nine months earlier.
with organza. The gowns
featured sleeveless fitted
bodices with ruffles
around the necklines and
-

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Mr and Mrs Curtis
Tucker. RI. 2, Murray,
announce the both of a
son, Jeremy Curtis.
weighing eight pounds
meamnft IP"

of

TANNING BOOTHS
ARE DANGEROUS
HAWAIIAN TANNING
TABLETS

Creative Marketing

Remodeling Sale

Refinishing
Important
To Value

•

And Receive One

FREE Burl Styles)
Table
(Choice of Three

It sometimes happens
that an individual
discovers an old family
belonging is really a
masterpiece worth a
smallfortune.
It also happens that the
value of a good piece of
furniture or art object is
greatly reduced by
improper refinishing.
According to several
experts,the latter state of
affairs is more likely to
come to their attention
than the former.
John Stair, head of
restoration service at
Sotheby Parke Bernet,
says "I have seen
furniture worth $5,000
made into furniture
worth $2,500 because
somebody did the wrong
thing."
In separate interviews,
Stair, Mary Kerr of
Cooper-Pa-4.4
1 4
of Design, art11
Majewski of the Institute
of Fine Arts in New York,
offered advice regarding
the acquisition and care
of old furniture and art
objects.
It is possible to get a
buy at an auction, yard
sale or dealer. But to
evaluate whether the
purchase is a "find" or
not, it is necessary to
figure the cost of putting
it in order,Stair said.
The first problem is
getting an authoritative
estimate on what it will
cost to restore the piece,
preferably before the
commitment is made to
buy it.

born Monday,540.11114-81
the Blount
Hospital, Maryville. •
The mother 111 tbe
former Cuidi AleS10411e.

The father u
w4t4 the Tenneeitelt!!.
Valley Authority.

Grandparents are Mr
Wilham
and Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Alexander, all of Murray
A great grandmother is
Hazel Snyder, Murray

and Mrs. J. W.

of er Goose Shoes
Happy
Birthday

Supermarket
Bills Remain
Unchan

Getting settled
made simple.

inches.

born WWygmdw. Bugg
30, at 7:11 p.m. at ihe
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Gramdparents are Mr.
,and irs. John TOW,
Kirksery—and
James Thurman it Murray and Betty Thorman of Murray. Great
grandparents are Vlegil
Garland, Rt. 1, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey.

Shoe
Bizz Jr

1 Year Old
This Month

Mr. and M.Michael D. Vaughn
Buckley,ig-- —
1I ái,ta ace.

I)

11110P2\Carrie Rosa, Calvert
double ruffles. Each at4,
otet c
tendant carried a parasol City, was guest book at•
:gm
adorned with silk flowers. tendant. Carla Butler,
st
Bob Ridley, Gilbert. daughter of Mr. and
Carl
Butler,
Hardin,
svile, was best man. Mrs.
Groomsmen were Steve and Ginger Humphrey,
Start on
Adlich, Benton, and Tim daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the right
Vaughn, brother of the Ronnie Humphrey, Benfoot...
groom. Ushers were toe, distributed rice bags.
BarryWalker, Calvert.-- Aftr a honeymoon at
City, and Jim Lockard, Lake Barkley State Park,
Bel- Air'Shopping Center
the new Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin.
Murray, Kentucky,42071
SHO
Danny and David Vaughn reside at Rt. 6,
Phone 502-753-7403
BIZZ,
Butler, twin brothers of Benton.
the bride, served as
u shers and
candlelighters.
Angie Butler, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Butler, Hardin, was
flower girl. She wore a
An. 29
Dec. 13, 19$1
lavender dotted swiss
1 Week Cruises from Miami Weekly
dress and carried a lace
adorned
basket
with silk
Four first ass:Ships
flowers.
Douglas Durst, son of
(All Meals Included)
Mr. and Mrs. Don Durst,
St. Louis, Mo., was
Inside Stateroom $539 per person
ringbearer.
Reception
Following the
Outside Statmoin $609 per porno
ceremony the reception
was It the church
building.
Serving were Donna
Both For Weide Ocapasty
Thurmond, Dora PittFor More Details of thIs Dimwit Fors
man, Donna Holmes, and
Glendora Thompson,. all
of Murray; Alice Siress,
Hardin; and Melissa and
Michelle Vaughn,
daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Vaughn,

Norwegian Caribbean Lines
Sea Save;Fares

Call 753-4646

FM LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

APIricara

Rler
The Saving Place

Sensational
Personality Portrait Package
954
/$1295
deposit total Peckerie Prke

These Days Only:
Tues., Oct.6, Wed.
'
,
tort

"4.41T•ise--

"ista

Fri. Oct. 9, Sat. Oct. 10
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray

r.

24 Prokssional Color Portraits
2-83ciOs 3-5x7s 6-Wallets and 4-Color Portrait Charms
No additional charge for groups. Poses our selection Backgrounds
may occasionally change. Additional portraits available for purchase
with no obligation. You must be satisfied with pOrtraits or-yinif
prim
Nice."
"Ouslity at a K marl
deposit cheerfully refunded
1

19.
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Yenrs Ago
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Stub*field, was crowned 1971
District Dairy Princess at a contest at the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation,
Mayfield.
Deaths reported included MinMe Whitney,91, and Ham Darnall,

tONNkss

.E1)1TOR1 11,

Deregulation
For 3232 years, the broadcasting of campaigns and issues has
been subject to the twin doctrines of equal time and fairness
Recently the Federal Communications Commission' recommended that Congress do
:sway with both rules — a bit of
deregulation that is long overdue. .
Both equal time and fairness
were parts of the Communications Act of 1934, legislation that
is as outmoded as the technology of that age.
Satellites, transponders and
transistors have replaced the
crystal sets and oversize radio
cabinets of almost 50 years ago.
And,the corresponding maturity
and. diversity of today's broadcasting industry makes the old
rules equally obsolete. The so-called Fairness Doctrine required broadcasters to
serve the "public interest, convenience and necessity" by airi*
ing controversial and diverse
viewpoints.
In practice, the doctrine has•
proved to be difficult to define,
impossible to enforce and often
unfair.
,Usually dissenting viewpoints
are permitted only in answer to
on-the-air editorials. News, documentary and public affairs
: programs — like their counterparts in print journalism —
' almost always are unchallenged
on the air.
Sometimes the fairness doctrine works in strange ways. Advertisers have had to submit to
:.dissenters. That's one reason
• why manufacturers of cigarettes may have been happy to
quit advertising their products
on television and radio.
Equal time has had equally
strange consequences.
Enacted to ensure that candidates had equal access to the
public airwaves, no matter how
far-out or unpopular their views
were, the doctrine was intended
to enlarge the political arena.
- Instead, it has had the opposite effect. Weary of devoting
hours of air time to minor parties and their candidates, broadcasters have cut down on the
amount of political public service.
Political discussion now is

handled for the most part in
regularly scheduled news programs, which traditionally have
been free from equal time and
fairness rules
The willingness of the majority of the FCC to abandon rules it
has tried to enforce for 32 years
can be attributed to three factors:
First is the attitude of a new
Reagan commission that is
more oriented to a free market
approach to broadcasting —
something the industry itself
has urged for years.
Second is the compelling ar- Heartline is a service for senior
gument by broadcasters that citizens. Its purpose is to answer
they are entitled to the same questions and solve problems. If
First Amendment guarantees you have a question or a problem
and editorial judgments as their not answered in these columns,
write to Heartlne,114 East Dayton
print colleagues. •
Third and perhaps most im- St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
portant is the revolution within You will receive a prompt reply,
the industry itself. When the but you must include a selffairness and equal time doct- addressed, stamped envelope.
rines were adopted, there were The most useful replies will be
relatively few radio and no tele- printed in this column.
vision stations,, - HEARTLINE: I am age 69 and
At that time, there may have still employed full-time. I plan to
been a need_ to require these keep working as long as I am able.
users of the public airwaves to I understand that in 1977 they
present a variety Of views.
Today, there are 9,600 radio
and television stations in the
United States and every week
new outlets are being added by
--broadcasters and cable operaROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —
tors, Who are not subject to FCC Historic Baptist, Episcopal and
regulation.
Roman Catholic theologrcal
The paucity of outlets has schools are pooling their
been replaced by a multiplicity. resources for graduate theological
The medium is presenting a edkcation on a single campus.
They are St. Bernard's Instaggering variety of viewpoints
a Catholic school; Bexley
stitute,
religious
broadcasting,
— public
networks, foreign language sta- Hall, an Episcopal seminary andtions, sports networks, even — Colgate Rochester and Crozer
theological seminaries, both
alas — stations specializing in American Baptist institutions.
pornographic programming.
The schools will continue to
Even the term broadcasting maintain separate faculties and
is being replaced by a new and student bodies, but will share the
more relevant word — narrow- educational enterprise through an
casting.
agreement for sharing
There is a need for Congress classrooms, offices and library
and the FCC to remain alert to facilities.
St. Bernard's, with its 45,000the changing nature of electronvolume
library, has moved to the
Certainly
ic communications.
the old Communications Act campus. Bexley Hall moved there
in 1968 from Ohio and Crozer movneeds rewriting and updating.
ed there from Pennsylvania in
And the first things that 1970.
should be scrapped, like the vacST. CHARLES,Mo.(AP)— The
uum tubes and rabbit ears of a
bygone era, are the outmoded newly installed president of the
and misnamed doctrines of fair- Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
says "we need to cultivate the
ness and equal time.
kinds of brotherly relationship
that will lead us to greater peace
and unity."
The Rev. Ralph Bohlman, successor to the Rev. J.A.O. Preus
who headed the 2.7-millionmember denomination for 12
sometimes-turbulent years, told a
The judges indicated that a cor- planning conference of
poration cannot be used as a executives:
shield for wrongdoing, but they
"We're not going to find
added:
togetherness, solidarity, unity,
'The evidence was conflicting simply by proving that we are
as to'whether Mr. Freckman was right and they are wrong. But we're
an active participant in the illegal
acts and practices or merely going to find it ... in the accept
victimized by his own employees. wee of one another as forgivien
"In each instance where (the sinners who indeed have erred and
state) introduced damaging erred eiten.
evidence of his participation in the
fraud, he either denied the allegaLOUISVILLE Ky.(AP)-- The
tion or explained it to the satisfac- president of Southern Baptist
tion of the trial judge."
Theological Seminary, the Rev.
The Court of Appeals said that Duke K. McCall, says a United
in cases of consumer fraud, most Methodist screening of seminaries
consumers would not file a private outside that denomination is "araction because of the high cost.
rogant and insult"----

"Therefore, only by recognizing
the right of the attorney general to
seek restitution under (the
statutes,) can we give effect to the
• reexpressed intention of our
legislature to provide a strong
' consumer protection program
: which safeguards the public interest," a three-judge panel said.
The decision stemmed from a
Northern Kentucky case in which
a corporation was found to have
engaged in deceptive practices.
Another portion of the ruling
said the president of a Northern Kentucky corporation which
was found to have engaged in
deceptive acts and practices is not
personally liable for those
violations.
• The case stems from a suit by
:the attorney general's office
-against ABAC Pest Control Inc.
and Henry Freckman Jr., the
president and sole shareholder, in
Kenton Circuit Court.
According to the suit, ABAC
made fraudulent representations
to prospective customers to gain
access to their homes,
• misrepresented the cost and
g asivicale(-0114
:Aka—
.:rendered imufficient
',unnecessary services.
The trial court decision in
November 1980 released
Freckman from the case and the
state appealed. A three-judge
panel upheld the lower court.
The trial court also ruled that
the attorney general was not
entitled to seek restitution. The
panel overturned that decision.

AMENS

•

Heartline

20 Years Ago

passed a law that made it possible
for persons over age 70 to receive
Social Security retirement
benefits without regard to having
to stay within the annual
allowable earnings limits. This
law was to go into effect in
January, 1982. I will turn age 70 in
April, 1982. Does this mean that I
can start drawing my Social
Security at full benefits at that
time and still continue to work
full-time? J.R.
ANSWER: Unfortunately, this
was one of the changes which have
come of the 1981 Social Security
Amendments, or as most people

know it, the social security budget
cuts.
Dr. Hal Houston, son of the late
The new law reads as follows:
Dr.
and Mrs. Hal Houston and
The age at which the earnings
nephew of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
test (allowable earnings limitaHouston, had been selected to
tions) no longer applies is changed
membership in AOA national
to age 70 beginning in 1963.
medical scholarship fraternity at
The 1977 Amendments had prothe University of Louisville School
spectively changed the age at
of Medicine.
which the earnings test no longer
Cadet David H. Parker, son of
applies from age 72 to age 70 to be
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Parker, had.,
effective in 1982. The 1981 Amendreceived his' commission as capmeats delay that reduction in the
tain in the Cadet Corps of the Kenretirement test exempt age from
tacky Military Institute, Lyndon.
72 to 70 until January, 1983, inreported at the Murray.
stead of 1982.
Hospital included a girl to Mr.and
Beginning January 1983, the
earnings test will not applytoMrs.Ken Nichols and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs.Johnn Williams
month in which a beneficiary is
One of the greatest athletes ever
age 70 or over. Prior to January
to attend Murray State College,
1983, the age at which the earnings
Joe Fulks, was honored at the
test does not apply remains at age
half-time of the St. Louis Hawks72 or older with one exception.
Cincinnati Royals professional
The Southern Baptist institution
Deducations because of earnbasketball game at the Murray
was among 24 of various ings may not be charged to any
State College Sports Arena, Oct.
denominations that declined such, month in which a beneficiary is
10, according to Frank Ryan, a
a review and were automatically age 70 or over in a taxable yelp enstricken from a list of Methodist- ding after December 31, 1981.
member of the Backboard Club's
approved seminaries for training which begins before January 1,
Pro-game committee.
Methodist ministerial candidates. 1982. This means that
30
Six other seminaries were beneficiaries meeting the excepremoved frqm the list after sub- tion could be eligible for benefits
The body of John Henry
mining to the review.
at age 70 as early as 1981. A
Johnson, 52, was found Oct. 3 on
change in taxable year made after
Little Eagle Creek in Kentucky
NEW YORK (AP) — "Let the enactment will not meet the exLake. He had been missing for one
oppressed go free ... break every ception.
day.
yoke ... share your bread with the
Persons who plan to continue
Births reported included a girl
hungry ... shelter the homeless working and who attain the age of
to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Phillips,
poor ... clothe the person you see 70 during the year 1981 should conSept. 27, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
naked."
tact their local Social Security ofJohn Canup and a boy to Mr. and
The words from the prophet fice to see if this exception applies
Mrs.E. G.Chapman,Sept. 28.
Isaiah were read at a service last to them.
Officers of the Hazel High
weekend marking the 150th an- ' HEARTLINE: I read
School Parent-Teacher Associaniversary of the Sisters of Mercy somewhere that there is a higher
tion were Carmon Parks, Mrs. J.
by their U. S. administrator tax-free profit allowance for perRobert Taylor, Mrs. Billy Joe
general, Sister Theresa Kane of sons over age 55 who sell their
Strader, and Mrs. Adolphus
home. Could you tell me what the
Pittsburgh.
Myers.
The reading was at-'a Mass of amount is and when it became efElected officers of the Tri-Hi-Y
Thanksgiving for the sisters led by fective as law? T.E.
Club of Murray Training School
Cardinal Terence Cooke at St. ANSWER: A person 55 or older
were Shirley Cross, Lavenia
Patrick's Cathedral. In 1978, dur- selling a principal residence now
Marilyn Swann, Ann
Jones,
ing Pope John Paul II's visit in has an increased tax free profit
Farmer, Ruth Rowland, Pat
Washington, Sister Kane urged allowance on the sale, which is
Farley and Jeanette Huie.
him to admit women to the chur- $125,000. This is retroactive to July 20,1981.
ch's full ministry.

Schools Pool Resources -

Court Decision
Helps Consumers
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— The
Kentucky Court of Appeals has
ruled that the attorney general
has authority to seek restitution
: *victimsof consumer fraud.
• It said in a decision Friday that
It is ungeaSonable to expect
consumers to go to court individually to get their money back
• because of the cost involved.

The Murray Water and Sewer
System and the Murray Electric
System _giFourth and Olive
Streets was broken into the night
of Oct. 4, 1971. Estimates were
that $3,200 was taken from the
water system and $3,500 from the
electric system.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Holliday,
Sept. 18, a b/tomnMur. and Mrs. Edward Peery d a girl to Mr. and
• o, Sept. 29, a
Mrs. John
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Keel
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wilton
Cherry,Sept. 30.
Bobby Spiceland, Noel Smith,
Kim Puckett, and Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Bazzell were elected as officers of the New Providence
Riding Club.

Business Mirror

Article Receives Support

JOHN CUNNIFF

Wall Street Has Problem

NEW YORK(AP)— Wall Street
seems to have been caught at an
old habit, that of talking a better
game than it plays, and Coach
Reagan is upset. His pep talks
don't seem to work. Wall Street
just can't seem to score.
Oh, it talks about scoring. Any
day of the week you can interview
an analyst who expects his
favorite dozens stocks to soar, and
you can even find a few who are
talking about a 2,000-point Dow
Jones average.
People on Wall Street even send
letters of support to the president,
telling him how he has saved
capitalism from disaster. And
some have publicly advertised
their undying support. But
money's another thing.
Why has the investment community failed to risk money on
rebuilding America? Why have
stock market averages failed
the
LoveLla Johnson, Student Counto rise along with the rhetoric?
cil
How can there be such a split between words and action?
Some possibilities present
themselves.
Dear Editor:
1. Investors really don't believe.
This letter is to thank you for
They approve of spending cuts
your support in releasing our news
and the return of power to the
through your medium and to ask
private sector, but they question
your continued support in doing
whether it is possible without
so.
severe financial and social
As you know,in times like these
upheavals first.
we need your continued support.
2. Few seem willing to take
Your medium is needed to help us
risks. In every investment there is
inform the public of what goes on
risk, but some institutional inat our school. Occasionally, peovestors today seem to be waiting
for the-sume thing. They seem to
ple te,.11 us that they didn't know
about the school or that they didn't
prefer riskless mediocrity. They
know tertain programs were held
act timid. "We're not lookintrur
here.
--big gains," they say. "We're hapSo your help is very much need- 'py if we stay even."
ed and will be greatly ap3. The short-term syndrome is
preciated.
everywhere about us. Tax-free
Sincerely yours,
aficates for 15 months. ThreeMarie Broady
year home mortgages. Money
Media Committee Chairman
market mutual funds that are liM.W.Taylor
quid and so allow you to jump into
Principal
other investments if they appear

Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor: •
We wish to thank you for bringing the funding problems of the
LPN class of Murray Vocational
School of Practical Nursing program to the public eye. It seenred
that no one was listening at the
time, but thanks to your article we
have received support at all
levels.
Going to school in a pressure
program and adding to our repertoire additional worries of funding
is unjust, but we are all doing the
best we can under the circumstances. We feel that a lot of
taw. "roblema siirmld have INPen
alleviated before allowing the program to begin.
Regardless of the outcome; we
wish to thank you again for your
interest and the many citizens
who have voiced Moral support.
We "wily hope that we are given
the chance to further serve our
community.
Sincerely;
Sharon McConnell,President

Years Ago

at the moment to offer something
more. The country seems unable
to'handle long-term investments.
It is playing safe,for now at least.
4. Just blame it all on interest
rates.. Why invest in stocks and
other equities when debt
securities offer such high returns?
Why invest in a new plant when
the cost of borrowing shrinks or
devours future profits?
5. Investors and business people
haven't fully appreciated the new
tax incentives provided to them.
Rehabilitate a 40-year-old factory,
for example, and take an income
tax credit of 20 percent of the cost.
Depreciate a structure in just 15
years, rather than 25 years or
more.

Whatever the reason — and
there may be some of all these
reasons and many others too —
the behavior of the moment isn't
the kind that built the great
American economy.
Or that that can rebuild it
either.
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Today In History
Today is Monday, Oct 5, the
278th day of 1981. There are 87
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 5, 1502, Christopher Columbus discovered Costa Rica.
On this date:
In 1793, Christianity was
abolished in France.
In 1796, Spain declared war on
Britain.
In 1918, the allies announced
that Germany's Hindenberg Line
was broken in World War!.
Ten years ago: South Vietnam's
Vice President Ky charged that
presidential elections in that nation had been rigged.
Five years ago: It was announced that radioactive fallout from a
nuclear test in China had been
detected in the eastern United
States.
One year ago: West German
Charicehur Helmut SChnimil,
Socialist-Liberal coalition scored
a decisive victory in parliamenr•
tary electibns.
Today's birthday: Theatrical
director Joshua Logan is 73 years
,
_
old.
Thought for today: Attie 4 lie
that enables us to realise the
truth. — Pablo Picasso, Spanish
artist (1881-1973). •
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InEilit
Resources Appraiso
Now Available

RICH PASTURELAND — Two cows
from the herd used by the Ohio SCate
University dairy science department for
teaching and research walk a 27-acre

plot. The land is. valued at close to $5
million by realtors because of proximity
to Columbus business district, which is
seen in background.

Livestock's Grazing Land
Valuable Piece Of Property
By AL ESPOSITO
Associated Press Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP.) —
Upwards of 200 head of cattle
owned by the Ohio State University dairy-science department exercise, cavort and
nibble on a real estate gold
Mine.
The cows and heifers used for
teaching - and research are
housed at the far northwest
corner of the main campus,
and when the students and
teachers permit — and there's
nothing better to do — they
gaze on the Columbits downtown skyline, a scant four miles
away.
The 27-acre parcel of land
would be valued at up to $5
million on the open real estate
market, if it were for sale.
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised
at that figure considering the
real estate values in the area,"
said Glen Schmidt, dairy science chairman. "It's a good
area, a desirable location,':

said David Hatcher, a local
Sixteen students milk the
real estate appraiser.
cows in the morning and the
But the upiyersity has no evening, storing the milk until
plans to sell it to the public at a cooperative picks it up.
this time, according to dairy
Porter is quick to point out .
science professor Robert Por- that, as any fanner • would
ter. It likely will continue as an know, on 27 acres of pasture
open-space buffer between the even a gold mine doesn't come
exclusive bedroom community close to supporting so many
of Upper Arlington, the busy cattle.
campus and small businesses
"They just use that for exthat abound to the east.
ercise," he said, "and we don't
"They (OSU officials) are even try to keep most 'of the
gradually taking over pasture cows there." He'said the' unifields and building on it," Por- versity also had barns, a. barnter said, but the new facilities yard and associated facilities
are being used for school pur- on the land so not all of the
poses.
acreage was in grass.
The dairy science depart- —Other heal of cattle are kept
ment, one of the oldest at OSU, elsewhere on the university
uses the land as a classroom complex and rotated into the
laboratory for some 125-150 un- area as teaching or research
dergraduate and graduate stu- requirements dictate.
dents who learn such things as
Porter noted that with modhow to mix the most nutritious
livestock feed, how to breed for ern feeding techniques the
best milk results or how best to amount of pasture for cows was
measure hormones or spinal no longer"tmportant. He said
most cattle''farmers,' whether
_fluids in livestock.
they were in the dairy or beef
business, depended on properly
proportioned dry feed doled out
to stock in barns and feeder
pens.
Porter emphasized that the
heifers and milk cows
frequently noticed, grazing or
resting, by motorists traveling
busy Ohio Route 315. are used
strictly for classroom and research. They include all five
major breeds: Jersey, Guernsey, Ayrshire, Brown Swiss and
Holsteins.
One experiment is developing
ways to correct mineral defiAt The
ciencies found in the soil where
the animals graze. This is done
by supplementing feed.
Another experiment involves
selectivelybreeding cows to see
if this improves herds over ranHours:
dom breeding. Research is also
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
being conducted on methods to
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk
curb mastitis, a white-Tell milk
contaminant.
U-,

LAN D BAN K
cgrz(for

Outpost Office

Murray
PCA Office Building

Most of the experiments are
done by students under the supervision Of an instructor, Porter said. "The first priority is
teaching."
The job market for dairy science graduates is very good, he
said, and the majority of students come from dairy or agricultural backgrounds.

The most comprehensive appraisal ever conducted of the nation's soil
and water resources
became available for
reference Oct. 1 in local
offices of the Soil Conservation Service (S(S) and
the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service(AS).
SCS District Conservationist Steve Alcott said
the appraisal, which was
called for by the Soil and
Water Resources Conservation Act of 1977(RCA),
reveals soil erosion is
critical in many important farming areas in the
), -United States.' If continued, Alcott said, these
high erosion rates will
reduce the future ability
of the country to produce
food and fiber.
The appraisal is
published in two volumes.
Part I, Status, Condition,

Top Pricesteid For

Packaging Industry
Dominated By Foods
What lines the shelves of every
supermarket in America? Foods
and beverages to be sure, but also
boxes, bottles, packages, and
cans

much as the ingredients -Of
course, like many other products
the value of the food ingredients malted barley or other grains,
hops, and sugar in the case of

Foodstores are the major retail
Outlets for the 'nation's farm
.
products, but they're also the
bread and butter of the container
•
industry.

7-1 Finisher

$ g700

100 Lbs.

5-1 Grower $725

100 IA.

Tobacco Plant Bed
Gai $1-10 Lb.,.
IMO

Plastic $9303

Mils'Thick

Fiberglass
Building Panels

Buchanan
Feed & Seed
WOW li. Wray

PURINA
CHOWS
"

The demand for energy by U.S. farmers will probably decrease
slightly over tbe rest of the century, and current trends pointing
to a different mix of energy uses
will continue..
For example, farm use of fuel to
run machinery and equipment
may decline, but this will be partly
offSet by continued—although
slower—growth in applications of
herbicides, which require- energy
in their production.
That's-especially true as more farmers -turn to low-tillage or no-till
farming..The direct consumption
of liquid fuel used in tieing wilt be
replaced with the indirect use of
natural gas used in the production
of herbicides, applied more
heavily in this type of farming.
•Energy prices are expected to
.con4Inue rising in the next 20
years. Farmers have adjusted to
price increases in the -past, as.
these costs are a small part of
their overall bill, and they depend
on energy inputs to keep.up
yields. Farmers will also incorpOrate.a range of Conservation
practices to bolter cope with the
increases.

For Fast Unloading Courteous Service

At the othrr end of the spectrum
are products with minimal
processing after they leave the
farm. SO 11Sat Muttl 01 the original
value of the food is retained. Take
According to USDA economists
milk, for instance Consumers are
Tony Gallo and John Connor,
more than five times as
paying
foods and beverages account for
about two-thirds of all the packag- much tor the,cow's Milk as they,
are for the container in which it's
ing and containers used in the
U.S., including 62 percent of the sold
paper, 71 percent ofthe metal.
Likewise. packaging accounts for
and 96 percent of the glass.
only 3 to 10 percent of the value of
the food ingredient with red
About 400 pounds of material
were used to package the edible meats, butter, sugar. cheese, and
products purchased by the typical poultry
American last year. All this protectipn. convenience, and color cost
consumers $34 billion, or 9 percent of their total food expenditures.
Shoppers often pay as much for
the packaging as they do for the
food or beverage it contains. Gallo
says. That's the case with canned.
fruits and vegetables, for example.
These conclusions are based on
the ratio of what food processors
pay for patkaging materials to
What they pay for the food ingrediefl's. This ratio is reflected in
the-retail p-ice.

On the average, packaging and
container costs for foods and
beverages amount to almost onethird of the value of the ingredients
they protect 01 course, this figure
dOeanT•mean that 33 cents of the
food dollar goes for packaging
Actually, about 9 cents goes for
packaging. roughly three times
that much for the food ingredient.
and the rest for labor, transportation, advertising, overhead. and
food industry profits

With breakfast cereals, soups.
baby foods, and frozen dinners.
the cost of the container is 11
/
2
times the value of the agricultural
ingredient purchased. Consumers
pay twice as much for the packaging of potato chips and soft drinks
as.they do for the food and
beverage
Have you heard of people who buy
beer only tb collect the cans? They
seem to know where the value is,
because'the cans and bottles that
contain beer cost five times as

To Different

Buchanan Feed

Corn
Soybeans s
Milo

beer—is relatively small

Trends Point
Energy Uses

aid Trends, presents
data on soil, water and
related resources in the
United States, Part
Analsys of Resource
•
Trends, shows likely
future consequences if
current practices continue.
The-se documents
replace earlier drafts of
the RECA appraisal. Edneensive public comments on the drafts are
reflected in the final apFIGHTING EROSION — Itark and Albert Wilson
praisal. A reference will stand in a
vegetative field border at the edge of a
be available at the Bel soybean
field. The Wilson's have established over
Air Shopping Center of- 5$00 feet of
vegetative borders to protect the edges
fice for use by interested
fields from severe erosion, to serve ail. a filter
_at
individuals and groups.
strip for soil sediment, to use as turnrows, and for
A recommend conser- travel lanes for farm
maditnery.
vation program of the who is chairman of the Calloway Albert Wilson,
County Conservasecretary of agriculture, tion District, dated 'Aregistative field border
is a
which will be based on the good conservation practice
that helps keep soil in
appraisal and on public the field and reduces soil sediment
from silting in
response to earlier RCA road ditches."
draft documents, will be
released for public comment this fall. Alcott said.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

.
11 packaging still sounds too ex
pensive. consider its multiple
roles, -11 maintains freshness and
avoids spoilage or contamination
by shielding processed foods from
light, heat. oxygen. and infestation.
It also permits food to be handled,
transported, and stored efficiently.
resulting in lower labor costs

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service Oct.5, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 6 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 1135 Est 40 Barrows & Gilts 76e to 50t higher
sowssteady to $1.00 higher
US 1-2 210-240 lb..-.-.446.7S-47.23
$45.75-46.75
US 3.1-21111bs
$46.50-17.00
US 2210-210 lbs.
$45 50-46.50
US 2-3210-270 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3300.450 lbs.
J.IS 1-3 450.000 lbs
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
US 2-3 300-5001W.
Boars $34.00-38.00

$40.00-42.00
$41-.00-43.50
543.50-46.50
540.50-41.00
540.00-41 00

Mayfield Milling Co.
224-1661
Mayfield, KY.

Farmer's Air Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res 753 1746

Oil 489 2216

WE FOCUS
ON FARMING.

Otiser loaders most spread their thew 'ad memory
snow, several, different interests. Pies us! W•
the Prodectio• Credit Asoiscietisin - leaders that
focus on hewing only! &mews* isgricariteral credit
Is our way Warms, you con cease so ors t• know
end undsrstssid th•finereciel weeds of hinsoors.
Opswelers Woo end smell cense t• PCA for prodectiem credit &mews* they lutes, they cos count
ow es I.hese•modify wrefiehis semis ef fends. Se
whoa roger,set your sights see predsictiess geol. .
Coll us. W• cow gi•• yen it clear picture if year
finrincieg possibilities homes' isf ICA, we feces

We're ovicasitwes
lending leading heed
Lot's T•Mi

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641

N.

753-5602
e?

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT lit
SOYBEANS

753-3404
Grain

Merchandising

RAILROAD AYE MURRAY. KY.

Now In Stock
Tobacco Bed Supplies
Tobacco Wrapping Paper
Big Red
$rnky Dog
Food
$865
so

CaN 753-0182 Salk Fertilizer
K
Me
Iii iLL-. R

.
144,I Ulf: 1111 RN 11. k).. 1.1.11N.1.11

.141.11s.la)

161..lwr S. 191111

4

US Hwy.

Wal-Mart discounts
Thousands offamous
name brand
items in 36
Full Line
departments!

At Wal-Mart,
we discount every item
every single day!
We may look like other discount stores, but
we're not! Wal-Mart has super low prices
every day of the week.That means you'll always
save more at Wal-Mart no matter when you shop.
Don't take our word for it, come out and see
for yourself. Good things will happen to your
budget at Wal-Mart!

When you shop at
Wal-Mart you will
find thousands of
name brands you-1(now
and trust, brands like
Panasonic, L'eggs,
Sunbeam, Hoover
Wrangler, RCA,
Gasanimals, and
Kodak.just to
name a few.

We urge you to shop and comm
prices-we really do sell for less E

1 3 Nal
.
1 41:1:e7 THE:1111414AI Ky.. LEIN:Fit a TIME'. m ,,,ta,.1 1„.

T1,11110117101111
Murra i(Y
North

111111111111111

,

Register During Grand Opening
Week for FREE Prizes!

When you
shop at
Wal-Mart your
satisfaction
Is always
.guaranteed!

You could be the winner of one of our
fabulous FREE prizes to be given away during
our big Grand Opening week. All you need
to do is register while you're in the store saving
•
money. No obligation - nothing to buy and
Ou need not be present to win. Don't miss the
- fun - don't miss the prizes and don't miss the savings.

If you're not
satisfied with any
Purchase from
Wal-Mart, please
return it. We'll
fix it, exchange
it, make an
adjustment or
refund your money.
Wal-Mart also
has a convenient
no-service-c%arge
Layaway plan
and a fast,
guaranteed film
processing service.

ire our

Wal-Mart is
conveniently
_located to
make your
shopping
even easier.
At Wal-Mart, the
savings are wall
to wall and
everything you need
is under one roof.

1111

ERY DAY!

•

WALT MART

,
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BreaksFavor MSU In 20-7 Win
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Noteveryone observing
the Murfay State clash
with Morehead State
Saturday was aware of
the crippling disease at
work on the hands of the
game's various
ballhandlers.
The few who were
aware could do nothing
about the condition that
was running rampant,affecting fingers with random abandon.
In a single word the
condition can be described as "fumbleitis."
It's that dreaded affliction that favors no one,
yet few are immune to its
devastating effects.
"There's no excuse for
it," says Racer head
coach Frank Beamer,
whose charges bad
escaped with a 20-7 hairraiser over the Eagles
just moments before

"Fumbling...it's contagious. It's a matter of a
lack of concentration and
it really takes the wind
out of your sails in a
hurry."

"When a guy's rolling
out arid drops the ball in
open field, you're left
with that empty feeling
Inside. Yet, I didn't feel
that bad about the way
we were playing because
I felt our guys were out
there working hard and
playing like they wanted
to win."

Six times Saturday we
Racers floated in the
fumble sea of calm and
somehow they managed
to stay afloat, despite
A few incidences that
three of the mishandled
orbs.
kept 'Beamer in such a
"We are not a fumbling complacent mood were,
team," Beamer con- despite all the Racer
tested, yet even sure- misgivings, the breaks
handed Racers like Gino favored the hometowners
Gibbs had his share of when they really counted.
bobbles and bumbles.
For instance, receivers
Gibbs, the Racers' John Walsh faced nothing
signal caller, mishandled but goal line when he took
three possessions himself a reverse handoff and
with shovel-handed tight headed unopposed
end Shedrick Blackmon around the Racers' left
scooping up'two of the er- end in the second quarter.
rant balls and Gibbs However, the fickle
covering the other finger of fumbles struck
himself.
his hands dumb and
But was Beamer upset? Morehead's Carey Reid
Not really.
came up with the

recovery.
Perhaps it was merely
pnoie justice Walsh
should fumble because in
the first quarter he was
on the positive end of a 70yard scoring pass after
the ball bounced off
fellow Racer Charles
Ponder's hands before
nestling into the junior
wide receiver's mitts.

direction and Chambers
bobbled a Hall pass alone
An the Racerend zone.
Ronald Hopkins then
relied on his own-fingers
to block the ensuing
Eagle field goal attempt
and Murray wound up
with its' fifth win in five
attempts.
Morehead State, behind
the head• coaching of
rookie Steve Loney, suffered its third straight
loss and must host
another Ohio Valley Conference squad Saturday
when Austin Pea visits
Jayne Stadium. Saturday
Murray State is on the
road for a non-conference
encounter with, the
University of Tennessee
at Martin, a 24-21 victor
over Tennessee Tech last
Saturday.

Then, after Morehead
State took possession and
drove 84 yards in 11
plays, scoring on a Gregg
Hall pass to Bo
Chambers, the Racer
defense retaliated with a
score of its own in the
third period when Gregg
Evans picked off a Hall
pass and returned it 34
yards for six points.
One series later, and
still in the third period,
the Eagles again marched the length of the field
before fate flicked its
finger in the Racer's

Morehead-Murray State First
downs, 14-19; Rushen-yards, 43135 — 51-218; Passing yards, 107157; Passes, 4-27-2 — 10-18-2;
Fumbles,0-0 — 6-3.

EXTRA ARM — Quarterback Gino Gibbs(4) has a little help from an Eagle
defender as he pitches to Racer freshinan tailback Marcus Moss(27). Gibbs was
credited with three fumbles during the Racers' 20-7 victory over Morehead
State, but not all were self-inflicted.
Staff Photo by Jim Rector

MSU Golf Team
Places Fourth

Racers No. 1?

Murray State's golf
team finished 'fourth in a
seven-team field at the
Sycamore Classic in
Terre Haute, Ind., Saturday and Sunday.

Beamer Says He'd
Vote For Murray State
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When the Division 1-AA
football poll comes out for
the second time this
season, don't be surprised if the No. 1 team in the
nation is chosen from the
ranks of the Ohio Valley
Conference. And don't be
equally surprised if the
team is Murray State's

Racers.
"We don't always play
like the-No. 1 team in the
nation," admits 'Racer
coach Frank Beamdr,
"But I'd vote for us."
Although the poll hasn't
been released yet, the
loss by No. 1 Delaware
State,24-21,to Lehigh and
MSU's 20-7 win over
Morehead, could cause a

flip-flop in the rankings.
So how does Beanier
react to a possible top
spot in the rankings?
-to tell the truth, I don't
really worry about rankings. I believe it's great,
though, whenever any
Murray State organization gets national attention whether it's the
band, the debate team,
the student newspaper or
whatever. I am naturally
pleased when the football
team is No. 1 because
everyone across the country sees us on top of the

But the Racer mentor
isn't about to get a big
head over his team% 5-0
success. "There's enough
things we need to worry
about correcting to not
get .too excited about
ratings right now."
It's not unusual for a
top-ranked team to get
stung when the eyes of
team are looking to the
future instead of the immediate future, says
Beamer.
"We've got to worry
about the little things
first and let the big things
take_care of themselves.
I've
found that if you look
••
down the road too far
something always pops
up and hits you square in
the face. Right now we'll
be worried about UTRACER CONDUCTOR — Frank Beamer directs Martin next Saturday
and
the Murray State attack from the sidelines during the rest of the
schedule
Saturday's game at• Stewart Stadium.
it gets here."
—Staff photo by Jim Rector whenever
gets here."

OVC Roundup

MSU, EKU Share Lead
)1

s-

2)

,

By The Associated Press the Ohio Valley Con- Western Carolina 23-10
Murray State had its ference lead at 3-0 with and Tennessee Tech
hands full for a half fifth-ranked Eastern dropped a 24-21 game to
against underdog Kentueky, suffered five. Tennessee-Martin on
Morehead State, but the turnovers against Ryan Gehrt's field goal.
heavily favored Racers aroused Morehead. A
managed a 20-7 win That pair of defensive gems
Western Kentucky was
will apparently earn the finally restored order and idle.
team the No.1 ranking in sent Morehead to its third
The games left Eastern
'Division I-AA this week.
straight defeat. The and Murray at 3-0 in the
Murray, now 5-0 Eagles are 0-2 in the OVC. league, followed by
overall, entered the game
Middle Tennessee at 2-0
Eastern Kentucky, 4-1 and Western
ranked second to
Kentucky at
.'''-‘110,440k 44. The also-rans include
Delaware in the'division ove--“ •
poll. But Delaware was with Ault-in
Austin Peay and
beaten 24-21 by Lehigh, bombing the Governors Youngstown at 1=2, Teriopening the door for Mur- 41-14 as Terence Thomp- nessee Tech and
ray to grab the toy notch son rushed for 135 yards Morehead at 0-2 and
6n the small college and scored on runs of 57 Akron at 0-3.
and 4 yards. The 135
ladder.
"Anytime Murray yards equaled
This weekks OVC
State University can be Thompson's average, headliner, has Eastern
.leads
which
Division
No.1 in the nation, then
Kentucky calling on Midthat's a,gr t thing for I-AA.
Tignafut.Pe n a-akkh7h
*her
OVC 701/0
the univer
of coderenc% unbeateps
anfl-for our saturday, pads 'Wicks
fnaliall program," said
In other games; Western
Murray- Coach Frank' contributed 1-72-yard Kentucky calls on
touchdown run as Youngstown, Austin Peay
Beamer.
"We've come a long Youngstown State buried visits Morehead and
way, but we still do some Akron 34-7. In non-league Akron is at Tennessee
things that drive me games,Middle Tennessee Tech. In a non-league
nuts," Beamer added.
got three field goals from test, Murray is at.
His club, which shares Kelly Potter in stopping Tennessee-Martin.

(793), Morehead State
(795), Murray State
(804), Louisville and UTChattanooga (tied at 807
and host Indiana State
(821): Chris Edholm was the
top MSU golfer firing a
79-74-153 for third peke
overall in individual standings.

-Western Kentucky
, finished first in the team
standings with a 783 total
followed by Missouri

$1.61111411111110
'
' • '''''.

The New Management At

Trenholm's
Restaurant
Is Offering You
German Pot Roast

sloo

(Sauerbraten)with Dumplings only
On Tuesday Nights
Delicious

RONALD REMINDER— Murray State's Ronald Hopkins (48) soars in from
his outside defender's slot to block his second field goal of the season. Kicking for
Morehead State is Nick Rapier while his holder is Jeff Richards(15).
Staff Photo by Jim Rector

BBQ Chicken

On Wed.Nights

cond in the 25-39 age
catagory with her run of
50:02; Dan Thompson
recorded a new personal
best with his third place
time of 38:20 in the men's
25-29 ,age bracket; Bob
Woods also set a new personal best time when he

Five Murrayans competed in the McKenzie
(Tenn.) Octoberfest
10,000 meter run over the
weekend with non
finishing lower than
fourth in their respective
age brackets.
Susan Woods took se-

finished fourth in the 3539 year-olds with a 44:41
mark.
Carl Wuest placed third
in the 45-49 category with
a 40:59 and Adam Lanning also took a third place
with his 44:14 time in the
over-50 age bracket.

Racer Netters Win
Two Of Three Matches
Murray State's
women's tennis team increased its' over all
record to 1-2 this season
with two wins and a loss
over the weekend.
The Racers lost Friday
to Middle Tennessee, 8-1,
with Kathy Outland being
the only .MSU player to
record a victory. She
defeated Tarja Ojala, 6-3,
7-5.
Saturday Louisville fell
to MSU, 7-2, and
Mississippi University
for Women also dropped
to the Racers,8-1.

Sheryl Rouse won twice
in her No. 2 singles position and Clara Arnbrico
and Kathy Outland won
both of their matches at
the No. 4 and No. 5 seeds,
respectively.
April Horning teamed
with Ambrico to win
twice in the No. 1 doubles
while Rouse-Outland and
Jorunn Eid-Cheri Simmons both won twice in
their doubles play Saturday and Sunday.
Friday MSU competes
in a tri-nieet at Bowling
Green.

$250

htovetwooring
Filet of Ky. LakeCatfish
SO

Oply $

On Fri. Nights

Murrayans Place In Octoberfest

owy

RENHOMS
'ESTAURANT
Homestyle
Coolcing at
Reasonable Prices

1206 Chestnut St.
Next To Dixieland Center
ust a short walk from campus
Hrs. 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
-Sat.
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sun.

G411.11111e)

•Mon.

SAVE!

On speeial split rate financing

•
LL1

MD WI

OWID

111115%
APR.finance charges for
the first 11 months

..on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor
With Case split rate financing, an
Annual Percentage Rate (APR.)
of 10% will be applied for the first
eleven months of the contract.
On the remainder of the contract,
the APR. will be 15%. Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation. Financing
available from 6 to 36 months.

.
m1:1

A.P.R. finance charges for the
balance al your contract

Eaampleal 10%/15%A.PR. spilt ale Ilnineing anew.
dewed a new Case leurnigarden Peckr and maser
Cash Poos of tractor and mower

•

64375

Amount to be hnenced

al 931 25

Number of payments

Therly-wx

Monthly paymentfelt 111710MM/82 32
Total payment* last 11 months

1 66552

Monthly payment remadung
25 months $6560
Total payments remagung 25 months

$1.640 00

Tote' of payment*

$2.325 52

Fmance charge -1394 27
'Sales tax as soottcawa
Insurance chaftwk•and hang lass not onctoded
In llus example the composde ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE to. Me war,of the controci vs 12 31111.

220 1.11/N/GAROEN TRACTOR
•Hydraulic drive — no belts.
chains, shafts or pulleys_
•
•Mecham@ ittachnient
lilt — with Snap-Fast

00 SERIES REM HONE MIER
Single lever contryl torwasrde

^

12 575 00'

Down aerosol -cash and/or eade-tn

•30" 11034114 MOWN deli*
•t•WpW manuerable.

•Futl impel
wed craft
attachments

a

r.

Includes
38" Mower

Coupon

_4.7.8
one HOUR

Plain Dresses

DRY
acQ'F'anems

Regular Price
Sall Prieto

44D

on,59

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
loland or on h..n90,‘

$1436.00
**1-01C-

(I) SAVE$336°°•

Girard Shopping-Coiner
Open 700a.in. to 6,00 p.m
•Phone 753-9525

Shirts

10 hp

8 hp

Ixowsy caw ro wanes

Regular Price
Sale Price
.•.

SAVE $685°°

McKee' Equipment Co.
5/259

Shot pr,..'. fjtvoff .111 week'

503 Walnut — 753-3062

CI)

$3,0115.00
$44400.00

Prices Do Not Include Attachments

•

[sill.

MID WI

1.AWWCIARDEN

TRACTORS.

•

a.

CO)
5.

PAGE 9 1.111.11t Hit AI.k

11$19.S. aluataia. Orkalarr5.19
.
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Playoffs Begin Tuesday

'Interesting'Baseball Returns
By TOM • CANAVAN of each series will be Dodgers nine days ago.
Associated Press Writer played in the cities of the
Valenzpela, the portly
Forget about the first-half division winners Mexican left-hander who
records, the split season, with the possible excep- dropped his lastothree
the strike and the fact tion of the decisions, said he wasn't
that two of baseball's best Oakland-Kansas City nervous about the game.
teams won't even be series.
The Astros suffered a
thee. It's time for--the- The Royals finished the -.serious loss Friday night
garne to get interesting second season just a half- when pitcher Don Sutton
again - the playOffs are game ahead of Oakland broke his kneecap in a
hete.
and the A's could repeat freak accident while atThe best-of-five divi- as division winners today tempting to bunt in a
sional playoffs open Tues- if Kansas City drops a game at Los Angeles.
day in the home city of doubleheader to the InPhiladelphia will send
the second-half winners. dians in Cleveland.
The Kansas City Royals Oakland would then host three-time Cy Young
award winner Steve
host the Oakland A's in games two through five.
the American League
The Royals, who finish- Carlton, 13-4, against
West, while the Houston ed the season with an Steve Rogers, 12-8, in the
Astros entertain the Los overall record of 49-53, NL East opener as the
Angeles Dodgers in the will start right-hander Phillies go after a second
National League West.
Dennis Leonard, 13-11, straight world
against the A's Mike championship.
The series in the East Norris, 12-9.
The Expos, who lost the
start Wednesday with the
The best opening game NL East title on the last
Philadelphia Phillies pitching matchup will weekend in each of the
traveling to Montreal to probably be in Houston, last two years, say
play the Expos and the where the Dodgers will they're ready.
New York Yankees send out rookie sensation
The biggest problem
meeting the Brewers at Fernando Valenzuela, both the Phillies and ExMilwaukee.
13-7, against Nolan Ryan, pos may face is the
games 11-5, who no-hit the weather in Montreal,

The final three

where temperaturcfr
reached a high in the low
505 Sunday.
The Yankees, who
finished the second half of
the season under .500 at
25-26, will send Ron
Guidry,--114 against the
Brewers' Moose Haas.,
11-7, in the opener of the
AL East series.
New York's 'Lou
Piniella said the second
season was tough on the
Yankees.
The Brewers will be
making their first appearance in the playoffs
in their 13-year history.
• The Cincinnati Reds,
who had the best record
OUT OF TOUCH- Morehead flanker Be Chambers watches helplessly as a Gregg Hall pass dribbles off his
in baseball this season at
66-42, and St.Louis Car- fingertips in the Murray State end zone. Chambers had snared an earlier Hall pass for a 17-yard touchdown in
dinals, who had the bed the Eagles'20-7 loos Saturday.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
overall record in the NL
East at 59-43, did not
qualify for the playoffs.
Both teams failed to win
either half of the season,
split by the players
58-walkout that began in
June.

Fayette Handicap Added

Keenland Opens Fall Meeting

Weaver Controls WBA Title
After Decision Over Tillis
ROSEMONT, In.(AP) thought I was
- Mike Weaver still has outpunching Weaver
the ostentatious belt eta three or four to- one.
beaVyweight champion guess the Judges weren't
- wrapped around__ hie_ seeing tao good." .
svelte waist. It is
Weaver; making his
awkWard, but it still fits first ring appearance in
well.
- nearly a year, admitted,
Weaver successfully- "The layoff definitely
defended his World Box- hurt me. I was very rasing'Association title with ty. My determination put
a unanimous 15-round me thro "
And Weaver, who did a
-decision Saturday • night
over - James- -"Quick" - lot of missing with his
Tillis . after Marvin punches, said "Tillis is a
Hagler had defended his very good defensive
undisputed middleweight fighter, tougher than I
crown by stopping thought he was."
. Mustafa Hanish.) at 2919
Weaver said that Tiflis'
in the llth round of their speed and agility made it
scheduled 15-round difficult "to land a solid
punch. I'm not disapmatch.
Tillis,a 24-year-old who pointed I didn't knock
had never before lostin 20 hirii out, but'if he had
previous bouts, might tried for a knockoutin the
have been wearing the late rounds, I probably
belt bad he not-deCidediii Wiuld have knocked him
run rather than gun, and out."
Tills' trainer, Angelo
so wasa lopsided loser.
Indeed, it appeared Dundee, kept chiding
that going the distance referee Stanley
against the champion Christodoulou about
was a goal in itself for Weaver's low punches,
Thus who insisted, "I but said "I'm proud of
•

--

•

•

this kid. Everybody said
he couldn't go 15 rounds
with the champ. You'll be
hearing from Tillis in the
future, 111_. guarantee
you.,,
While the heavyweight
title fight was bloodless,
such was not the case
with the Hagler-Hamsho
bout.Both fighters suffered
early cuts of the right eye
and each accused the
other of butting. Hagler's
cut was contained for the
most part, but early in
the fight Hanish° was
bleeding from several
cuts.
"He'd throw two punches, drop his head and
come up and butt," said
Hamsho, who kept sticking his tongue out at the
champion. Why?
"Because everytime he
hit me hard he thought I
was going to go down,so I
would stick my tongue
out at him."
"Sticking his tongue
out didn't bother me,"
said Hagler,"I wanted to

Major League
Baseball Standings
By The Asociated Press
- AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pct. GB
3
y-Milwaukee
23
.50 2953
558 1%
Bons
29
n
556 1%
Detroit
2953
549 2
Baltimore
500
4%
26 Z
Cleveland
4% 5
25 26
z-Neg York
77
438
7 kt
21
Tornito

wen

.556
29 23
z-Kalism City
27 • .561
1-Oakland
1429
.480 4
Texas
34 29
.453
Minnesota
2929
.442
Seatde
434
5329
Chicago
400 a
X X
California
a-First-half division winner
ySecced-half division winner
a-Clinched playoff berth
Saturdey's Games
Bolton 4,-Cleveland 0
Chkago 5, Minnesota 4
Milwaukee 2, Detroit 1
Baltimore 3, New Yorke
Oakland 8, Kansas City 4
Texas 1, California 0
Toronto 4, Seattle 3
Sunday's Gaines
Baltimore 5, New York 2
Boston 6, Cleveland 2
Chicago 13, Milmesota 12
Detroit 3, Milwaukee 2
Oakland 4, Kansas City 3
CaSfornia 9, Texas 2
Seattle 2, Toronto 0
Nioday's Games
Kansas City (Splittorff 4-5 and Wriglt
3-3 at Cleveland (Waits 8-9 and Garland
3-71,2
REGULAR SEASON ENDS
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EA.ST
W L
Pct. GB
y-Mostreal
30 23
.586
St. Laois
29 23
.558
a-Philadelphia
• 27
.481
44
New York
14 21
.462 5%
Chicago
23 21
.451
21 33
.329 904
Pith**

wiwr

33 X .623
y-aneenn
31 21
Chicianati
.596
San Francisco
19 o
36*
a-Los Angeles
27 X
IN
2977
Wargo
492
San thee°
18 X
333
z-Flrat-half division wittier
y-Slcond-haff division winner
Saturday's Gross
IS, New Tort 4
I, Pittsburgh 3
4. Cincinnati 3

I4
3%
6
7%
15/
1
2

San Diego 4-7, San Francisco 3-2, Lit
game 13 innings
Is Angeles 7, Houston 2
Chicago 8, Philadelphia 4
Smday's Games
Philadelphia 2, Chicago 1
4,
Salamis Pittsburgh 0
New York 2, Montreal 1
Cmcinnati 3, Atlanta 0
Houston 5, Los Angeles]
San Francisco 4, San Diego 3
REGULAR SEASON ENDS
Major League Glance
By The Aslociated Pres
Without Split Seam
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pct. GB
W L
.519 62 47
Milwaukee
1
.512
59 46
Baltimore
2
.551
40
59
York
New
.550 1
60 41
Detroit
.546 2%
59 49
Boston
IPS
.510
50
52
Cleveland
.141 E%
37 69
Toronto

wrsr

Oakland
Texas
Chicago
Kansas City
California
Seattle
Minnesota

64
57
54
49
51
44
41

45
41
82
53
SO
15
al

IC
.543
.5•1
.4M
.414
.404
.376

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pet.
Jo 43
571
St loss
* .556
•
Modred
.561
54 46
Philadelphia
4651
MOWN' 432
.X1
CI
41
New York
.3111
31 15
Ctdcago
WEST
.611
al 42
Cincinnati
.573
13 47
Las Angeles
.556
61 49
Houston
IN
58 55
San Francisco
5151
.472
Atlanta
41 • .373
San Diego

5
81
/
2
111
/
2
13%
31
29

GB
1
2%
13
II%
21%
4
6
1104
Li
II

Pro Football
Standings
National Football Ism
At A Glom
By The Asasekelad Pres
Amass Ceahrenes
E_on Midge
W L T Pr
Vain;
4 I 1 IN
Buffalo
3 2 0 117
NY lets
1 3 I NI
New Friend
1 4 I Ile
14119
Baltimore

Central Divine
3 2 0
3 2 I 112
3 2 1 29
2 3 0 61
Weston' Midas
4 1 SIC
San Diego
4 1 1188
Denver
3 2 1 1.11
Kansas City
Oakland
3 3 1 0
1 4 1 X
Seattle
UMW Onlaremee
Easkirs DOWN
Made& 4 I II 33
4 1
1N
Dallas
2 3
St lads
N
N Y. Giants
2 3 1 71
0 5 I 77
Washington
Central DOWN
Minnesota
3 2 I 143
Tampa Bay
3 2 1 N
2 3
Detroit
67
Green Bay
2 3 1 116
Chicago
1 4 0 $2
Wagers Divides
Atlanta
3 1 1 1411,,
Los Angeles
3 2 1 133
3 2 I 113
San Francto
New Orient
1 4 0 SI
Smahars Gloss
Buffalo 23, Baltbmore 17
Minnesota 34, Chicago 21
SILouis 31, Dales 17
Green Bay 27, New York Giants 14
New Enilsed X, Mem City 17
Sim Promisee 311, Washington 17.
Hondo 17, andrinati 111
litteargh IS, New Csiesini 6
Las Angeles 27, Cleveland 111
DEM! 17, Oakland 0
Tampa Bay X„Detroit 10
New York Jets X, Menu X, be
Ss Diego X, Seattle 10
Maidars Game
Atlanta at Philadelphia, in
Suairy, Oet.11
Cleveland st PIttabirsh
Los Angeles at Atlanta
New England at New York Jets
Philadelphia at New Orleans
Chnionsti at Baltimore
Onikland at Kansas City
Pittaburgh
animal
Houston
Cleveland

flu.sill

SCOREBOARD

College Football
(SEC) Standings
Southesins Miro=
Cuderawe Alamo
IILTPle OP V L T Pb OP
Alabama
4 0 1111 31
1 I 131
aL
6 II IF 11 1 I •33
IRIS
&INN _ 11144 I
Florkis
1 1 11 X 2 1 US rs
Team=
1 I 0 14 it 2 0 16 114
1
0109898 3 0 N V
0 1 $ 7 11$19117
Aiwa
lambilppl
010 7* 20•
•
121 17• 30 *151
%wild*
Ole X IT 3098198

OblesCanwr Graervoir ado

A RN,Pr-STA'RANI)
THLR
Illivreys 41,Ii,& Purchase Poivrey

knock his teeth down his
throat and wipe away
that silly grin."
He did. In the 11th
round Hagler battered
Hamsho so badly that
trainer Al Braverman
stepped into the ring
pleading for the fight to
be stopped.
"We were out of the
ballgame," said Braverman. "He's never been
knocked down before so
we figured why should we
let him go down."
'Hagler doesn't think
he'll have to put up with
Hamsho anymore.
"When you give someone a whipping like
that, they don't come
back,"said Hagler.

LEXINGTON, Ky. Futurity, lengthened
(AP)- Keeneland opens from seven furlongs and
its fall meeting Saturday 184 feet to 1 1-16 miles for
with the 650,000-added its 68th running.
Fayette Handicap, the
A record number of eh
first of four stakes worth 2-year-old fillies will
a total of $500,000 that will clash in the $150,000
be run at the track.
Alcibiades Stakes on Oct.
Ironworks and Televi- 17. Almost every outstansion Studio are among the ding filly in the country,
3-year-olds expected --to--including Calumet Farm
ch-"nge older horsee - -livision leader Before
the Fayette Handicap, Dawn, has joined the
the first weekend stake of race, reported track
the 16-day fall meeting.
officials.
The field for the 1%The 6150,000-added
mile race is expected to Spinster for fillies and
take shape Tuesday when mares- will close the fall
racing secretary Howard meeting Oct. 31. The filly
Battle announces weights and mare championships
for the race.
are wide open, lending
Other eligibles include added importance this
Rossi Gold, Summer Ad7 year to the weight-for-age
vocate and Sun Catcher.
Spinster.
Let's Don't Fight will
Among possible
try to give Bwamazon starters in the 1%-mile
Farm its third victory in race are Kentucky Oaks
the $150,000 Breeders' winner Heavenly Cause,
Futurity on Oct. 24. The Ashland Stakes winnef-

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP)-Clemson's defensive unit "is probably as
good as Alabama's," said
Kentucky Coach Fran
Curci, who has seen both.
"Their defensive front
four was probably the
best we've faced."
The Clemson defense
dominated events Saturday, yielding only a
40-yard field goal in the
Tigers' 21-3 victory
before a regional
television audience.
"I thought they were a
little bit better defensive
team than we were going
into (the game) and it
confirmed that their
defense is outstanding,"
said Curci, whose

Wildcats fell to 1-3.
Tom Griggs' 40-yard
field goal gave Kentucky
a 3-0 halftime lead, but
Coach Danny Ford's
team saved all its
fireworks for the second
half.
The Tigers, 4-0, grabbed a 14-3 lead on fullback
Kevin Mack's 11-yard run
and quarterback Homer
Jordan's three-yard

keeper in the third
quarter.
Tailback Chuck McSwain iced the game in the
fourth period, capping a
93-yard drive with a
three-yard scoring run at
the 2:48 mark.
"We were lucky to
come in trailing just 3-0 at
the half," said Ford.
"Their fullback (Richard
Abraham) gave us some
trouble and they were
making unbelievable catches - throughoutgame, but we were able
to get to their quarterback (Randy 'Jenkins)
better in the second
half."
Jenkins was sacked
four times for 58 yards in
losses.

the

NOTICE!
The dem Restourattlyill be featured ea
"PM MAGAZINE"ea VMSO-TV,Charnel6,
WED.OCT.1411 - WO P.M.levet* your friends
to Wu you le watching.
44

surpass $2 million for the
three-week meeting.
•
Midweek features include the $25,000 Clairborne Purse on Thursday,Oct. n.

Specid Putickan!
SLIGHTLY BLEMISH

WORK
SHOES

Red Wing
Cures

5

New Shipment
Just Received!

Clemson's 'D' Equals'Bamo

o'clock
Feet

8"& 6"SAFETY OR
NON-SAFETY SHOES
UP TO

SAVE
And More

•

2255 ------

966

12 cal•tanned Vel.ia Ratan
mch-sde steel share cril
resistant CheMgUrn C00 so*
and Western heel

9' full-ram cal tanned %Wye
Ratan leather inch-wide steel
shank, oil- resistant Neoprene
cord sole and heel

Try Usi

n4e

B lot
2204
O.lull Oran oil-tanned Verve
Retan %ohm.•nch-ende steel
Shank, Rubber midsole and
ChOrnclurn cork sole

eat

oartarned Vain
Reran. wafter knurled crepe
wedge we

We Still Have A Good Selection of

Frozen Vegetables
Frost/ Items Slockied
30ii.B..$21991
Butter Bean
Fruty Acr•s100,4 hors

9347
Fun-gror amigos rnsnoosny
'oaths.; padded collar sum water
cuis
rnsentgitch-ivioe str••, shank
crepe We and two

24/12.1.$21 69 1

I Orange Juice

2216
$oe anbcpue brown easy-shone
losewir,inch-pnoe sleet shono
cushion crepe sore

Posed Pere

mb.$191111 11

GroUnd Beef Potties

0
022S Lb. To 325 Lb.

Chas

FedRounds

Sides of Choice Beef
Geraresetimpel Tends(
faff,a, wrap*,

1
,

$159

3_5

-

Seeds Pekoe,Tti.
P1.(901)479-3134

Truly Bound, Ruffian
Handicap winner Relaxing and last year's runnerup, Love Sign.
Track' officials said
Keeneland's total purse
distribution could

Wholesale ilitail.Meat

CO.
HAM
1GIBSON
V I•71. ard St.

753-1401 "
110111;7710-SAO ilaa.-M.

We MeV Feed
SOW*

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
41ParliVINNMEMNi

enivinee.,

2111
Black Filly leather,
pawed sweater collar

leather
cushion ipso* inch-rode
sleet shank, cushron crepe sole
ind heel
.

1

'1
1
1
9,-C;9
,or,T150gill;tricot
Large sofiction. teiete. ieettNer lined sleet
Cematuo shank ,o1 sap-reerstani
' and widths' dress,:ne,-Krurn sole ard'coetryy
heel

LOOKOFSKY
MEN'S WEIR,INC.
"Nob*Sees 11Ir
DOWNTOWN MAYFIELD ON THE SQUARE

_

1* 11W Mt KHA

TIMIK.s. Monday.1k14.1wr S. 1461

The Best Of Dear Abby

Abby's Letters May Be Funny, But They're In Earnest
By ABIGAIL VAN tagonist, who, we are led
to believe, went from
BUREN
payday to deader payday
from THEBEST
without a relieving laugh
OF DEAR ABBY
in
between.
(Editor's note: The
Mr. West notwithstanfollowing excerpt taken
from the chapter "The ding, people ARE funny.
Funny Ones" is from The ft does no no harm to
Murray Ledger & Times laugh at them and,as we
columnist Abigail Van share humanity, laugh at
Buren's new book, THE • ourselves. A couple at
BEST OF DEAR ABBY, chuckles a day, which is
copyright 1981, Phillips- the least you can expect
Van Buren, Inc. from a lovelorn column,
Reprinted by permission would have saved Miss
Lonelyhearts and ruined
of the publisher.)
Nathanael West, in his Mr. West's novel. He did
poignant novel "Miss not let this happen.Agony
Lonelyhearts," left us an be was dies; and agony
unforgettable portrait of he got.
It is also worth noting
a sensitive newspaperman utterly 'crushed by that a tougher-minded
the weight of the troubles Miss Lonelyhearts, one
he saw in the grim who could laugh and brbusiness of conducting ing healing laughter to
what used to be called an his sorry clients, might
"advice to the lovelorn" have accomplished
column. Tragedy on something useful with
tragedy, culminating in his life. But he didn't,
the tragedy of poor Miss and alas, the poor guy
gloomed along and
Lonelyhearts himself.
"Miss Lonelyhearts" Is came to grief.
a literary masterpiece,or
It made'a great novel.
so the critics seem to But I couldn't have writagree. But as a represen- ten it. I take the view that
tation of how a not only is it good for us to
"lovelorn" column goes, laugh at the more absurd
the picture is not without letter writers, it's good
flaws.
for them,too. Sometimes
The late Mr. West, who It's shock treatment. It
saw the world dark and helps get a problem into
dealt in despair as a mat- perspective once it's cut
ter of practice, forgot the down to a size that can be
saving grace of humor.It managed.
was not his cup of tea,nor
Those who write "the
that of his forlorn pro- funny ones" don't mean

was probably to protect
him from people who
"know" be ate their pension checks.

Coming Soon To Murray

My mother is mean and
abortetempereci. I think
she is going through her
mental panel

What is the Dole Carnegie Course?
How can it benefit you?

141•111
Bale Carnegie trarning bora men and
women the
they need to teach an for rir eater
personal

One 7-year-old boy
wrote to complain bitterly about Phyllis, Ids
11-year-old tyrannical
sitter. On the back of his
letter I noticed, printed
in a-childish scrawl:
Things to do
1)Get pencil box
2)Cub Scoutkerchief
to be funny, but their let- couldn't find his
3)Fital
mitten
telephone
number in the
ters somehow come out
4)Kill Phyllis
that way. As can be ex- book. I called informa(All 202 pages of THE
pected, the
ones tion, and that's when I
BEST
OF DEAR ABBY
found
out
he
had
an
come from .
who
are full of delightful, prorange all the way from unlisted number! That
I'm a big fan of yours, vocative reading. Your
peculiar to those really made me mad,so Abby. I heard you speak personal
copy can be purwho are clearly not play- since knew where he liv- at our high school
chased
sending 69.95
by
I
ed,
drove
to
his house
ing with a fulldeck.
assembly last year and plus $1 for postage and
told
and
wife
his
off.
But they all have one
you even made sex sound handling to THE BEST
thing in common.They're Abby, as a taxpayer, I clean.
OF DEAR ABBY,in care
would like to know why a
in dead earnest:
of
The Murray Ledger &
DEAR ABBY:I wanted public servant like a
DEAR ABBY:Socrates Times,
4400 Johnson Dr.,
postmaster
to call up my postmaster
would have was a very smart man.
and tell him a thing or an unlisted telephone They poisoned him. Fairway, Kan. 66205.
Make checks payable to
two because I knew he ate number? — TAXPAYER Please be careful. Love, Universal
Press Synmy pension check, but I I told "Taxpayer" it ALLEN
dicate.)
a..
Some excerpts from
young writers who didn't
realize bow, funny they
were.
Tonight at the supper
table my father said,
"Pass the salt." I pawed
it to him. Then I said,
"Dad, isn't it proper to
say 'please' when you
want something passed?" Abby, bow do you
get the swelling to go
down on your lip?

t4Iffillmnnt 10 each OM of (mi,
il offers
many different benefits fat some o de
',daps
e and confidence in tiler, obrIrly to cope
ef
techreiy with
s challenges For rakers it
means
new enthusiasm ow tartness to meet
and solve
pololewit for onnit rt After,
4,111 fey
getting along with people presenting ideas
ef fec
tively and communicating with Others in group% on
individually

self

ussuroe,

It offers you all these benefits and more
•New competence in decision mok,ng
•New freedom from boredom and worry
1141ewierspectives toward work and family
'New appreciation

of others

'New motivation

esperimme.
about The Dole Cautais
Course Now forming in Murray Call...The
Money
cono.my County Chamber of Commerce 753.5171
'New interest in people, knowledge,

For

tomplete information

•

DO DALE CARNEEM
-Ur.COURSE
Presented
10•11,•,..d

By Charles
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DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

Helpful Hints For
Fire. Prevention Week

BEDDING

By Abigail Van Buren

P.S. If you are in a hotel and suspect there is a lire,
call-the fire department yourself. Then alert the hotel
telephone operator.Believe it or not, most hotels will
not call the fire department until their staff verifies
whether or not there realTy is a fire and have tried to
mkt it nut chemselves,,,,abould a "week caliiirmr.nrt Afire, the hotAl unlit idesost always send• bellhop,
serurity guard or anyone else who's not busy to_
investigate. Hotels are reluctant to "disturb" their •
guests. Fire engines in-the street aremdte embarreasing
and tend to draw crowds. The hotel may be a little-yapset with you, but really ... who gives a damn? The Ire
department will he glad you called; you may hivesamed
many lives.
• • re

APPLIANCES
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TRUCKLOAD
SALE
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•
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DEAR READERS: It's Fire Prevention Week again,
and I have had so many requests to repeat my column
on tire prevention that it has become a tradition. So
here it is, with updated figures:
Last year. 7.8(N) Americans died, and nearly 130,000
civilians, plus 100,000 firemen, were seriously injured
in 3,000,000 fires.
The total fire loss last year in property alone was
$51
/
2 billion in the U.S.
The chief causes of fires, in order of the toll taken,
were:
1. Smoking
2. Electrical wiring
3. Heating and cooking equipment
4.- Children playing with matches
5. Open flames and sparks
6. Flammable liquids
7. Suspected arson
8. Chimneys and flues
9. Lightning
10. Spontaneous ignition
Now for some tips that could save your life:
Be sure your cigarette is out. Matches, too. Never
leave matches and lighters within the reach of
children.
Don't run cords under rugs or over radiators
where they may get damaged. Replace a cord if it is
frayed.
Never leave small children or invalids alone in the
house — not even for a few minutes.
Have your wiring and electrical installations done
by a professional.
Store oily rags and paints in a cool place in tightly
sealed metal containers.
Never use flammable liquids for dry-cleaning
indoors.
Never smoke in bed.
Have a fire drill in your -home to be sure everyone
knows what to do in case of fire. Designate a specific
• meeting place outside so you will all know who's
outside of the house.
Remember: Fire extinguishers put out 97 percent of
all fires on which they were used, and most large
fires start as small fires. So, invest in a compact,
easy-to-use fire extinguisher. Keep it handy in your
kitchen, or be prudent and buy one for your cottage,
car, boat and the back bedroom.
Buy and install a smoke detector and then properly
maintain it. It must be cleaned often with the vacuum
cleaner hose so that it is dust-free. It is estimated that
6,000 lives could have been saved last year had a
smoke detector been in service when the fire happened.
Now, in case of fire:
If you suspect fire, alert the rest of the household.
But first feel the top of the door. If it's hot,don't open
it. Escape through the window.
If you can't open the window, break it with a chair.
Cover the rough edges with a blanket, sit on `the
window ledge with one leg hanging outside and one
inside, and wait for help.
The phone numbei of your fire department should
be taped on every telephone. If it isn't, don't fiufible
around trying to find it. Get out and call from a
neighbor's house.
If you live in an apartment building, use the
stairway. Don't take a chance on the elevator. If it
fails, you're trapped!
Once out, stay out. No treasure is worth risking
your life.
It took less than three minutes to re'ad this column.
Was it worth it? I hdpe so.
. ABBY

HRS.9-8 THURS.-FRI.9-5 SAT.

Truckload Bedding Special

Buy Any Mattress
Get Matching Box Springs

ert,

For Only

50c
INCLUDES: TWIN,REGULAR,QUEEN & KING SIZES

Group of
Brass Or
Wood

•

Lamps
•

Buy One
Get One
Free

4
1:s

Register
For A Free
sit.'
Bedding To
Be Given
Away Sat.

S.„

4 Drawer

Ifes

Chest

$48"

;
•

Maple or Walnut

•
//.

YOUR CHOKE

2Piece Living Room Suites
Or
,Regulor Size

$198°°1

MANY OTIUR ITEMS NAVE BEEN GREATLY !TIM INCLUDING LIVING
ROOM SUITES,
TABLES, BEDROOM SUITES4 REalNERS
0111.11ROA.

I
'
i=r.4.
r1111n
'
e
.4.r, *No.

DEAR READERSJoin me on "Good Morning,
America." tomorrawf October 6.
—

•
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
ZAP — A defense motion seeking information
about charges against
former state Insurance
Commissioner Harold
B. McGuffey amounts to
"discovery motion"
that would force the
!government to lay open
its case, federal prosecutors have alleged.
McGuffey's attorneys
filed a motion for a bill
of particulars — a
routine request in which
the government is asked
to give certain details of
an indictment.
The prosecutors filed
the bill Friday, but said
in an accompanying
memorandum that
"careful analysis" of
the motion "discloses
two objectives. First,
the defendant is attempting to limit the
available criminal
theories by which the
United States may present its case to the trial
jury.
"Secondly, the defendant is trying to open
the files of the United
,States man effort to obtain ... explicit details of
its case, thus
substituting a bill of particulares for a discovery
motion. Neither

objective is a permissible use of a bill of par"A bill of particulars
is not a device by which
a defendant may
compel blanket
disclosure of the evidentiary detail in the
government's file, ... or
discover the theory of
the government's case,
... or obtain a list of the
-government's
witnesses," the
prosecutors said.
McGuffey and former
state Democratic Chairman Howard "Sonny"
Hunt Jr. were indicted
in July by a special
grand jury that for more
than two years has investigated state
government.
McGuffey is charged
with one count of conspiracy and four counts
of extortion. Hunt is
charged with two counts
of conspiracy, three
counts of extortion and
five counts of signing
false federal income-tax
returns.
Both men pleaded innocent. The indictment
centers on kickbacks
the two allegedly received or funneled to friends
and relatives from
commissions on state in-

Favorable Vote Seen
On Nursing Home Bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. mittee will meet this
(AP) — The joint interim week to decide whether to
Committee on Health and suggest changes now or
Welfare apparently will wait until the General
vote favorably on a bill Assembly convenes, he
aimed at reforming the said.
Judy denounced most
state's nursing home
of the bW at a
sections
industry.
Fourteen of the com- Sept. 17 public hearing in
mittee's 24 members say Owensboro, but said a
they will vote for the bill, few days later that his
giving it two more votes testimony had been
than necessary for misunderstood.
Industry spokesmen
endorsement.
have
strongly opposed
Welfare
and
A Health
subcommittee approved provisions in the bill that
the bill Sept. 24. It goes call for fines. Judy has
before the full committee said the fines "could
ultimately result in the
Oct. 14.
In an interview of 23 of closing of a facility."
However, an American
the committee's 24
Association study of
Bar
said
fourteen
members,
they would support the nursing home reforms
bill, barring some unac- has supported the conceptable amendment. cept of fines.
A book published this
Nine others said they
were undecided, and Sen. summer by the ABA's
Woodrow Stamper, Commission on Legal
D-West Liberty, declined Problems of the Elderly
said fines "are a direct
to be interviewed.
The measure, authored and rational response" to
by Rep. Gerta Bendl, D- 'the tendency of many
Louisville, calls for a nursing homes to cut
number of regulatory costs so patient care is
controls over nursing affected.
homes.
It would fine the homes Alleged Fraud
for serious violations,
allow a court to set up a Draws Charges
receivership to temFRANKFORT, Ky.
porarily run bad homes,
set up a rating system for (AP) — State Attorney
homes and guarantee General Steve Beshear
non-profit groups access announced Friday that
19 individuals have been
to homes.
James S. Judy, ex- indicted in connection
ecutive vice president of with alleged food stamp
the Kentucky Association fraud in northern
of Health Care Facilities, Kentucky.
A release issued by
said the industry's trade
group has not yet decided Beshear's office said
whether it will offer grand juries in Kenton
amendments to the bill and Campbell counties
during the Oct. 14 Indicted the individuals
earlier this week on 51
meeting.
A 33-member nursing separate counts of food
home association corn- stamp fraud.

surance policies.
The indictment
alleges most of the
kickbacks, totaling
$851,000, were extorted
from Wombwell Insurance Agency of Lexington, which was paid a
commission for collecting premiums on the
state workmen's
compensation policy.
The bill of particulars
filed Friday said
McGuffey didn't receive
any money from commissions paid to Bill
Rice Insurance Agency
of Richmond for a state
fire and tornado policy,

It-ilso listed by
or to the Trigg County
Insurance Agency of noolow 41 unuxtictee
Cadiz for a boiler in- amesuiptrators on the
camapiracy charge and
surance policy.
The bill listed 23 43 'alders and abetpayments Wombwell ters'' on the extortion
allegedly made, in- charges
A list matching the
cluding $20,00ii to
McGuffey Insurance JIMalber3 with name
Agency in Smith* "111111 sealed by UAL
Grove, which now br-11)111bict Judge Benild
owned by McGufferrnahaii Jr,
cupea of the key were
son.
The bill said McGuf- Ono to the defense
fey eventually received attorneys.
An Oct. 14 hearing on
the money in four PAN
checks from the agency the motions for Hunt
dated March 22, 1976; and McGuffey is
Feb. 11, 1977; Dec. n, scheduled before
1977, and Jon 10 1010
Moynahan.

COLLECT MONEY — Athletes at Calloway County Middle School collected
9477.73 for Ray Coursey, injured athlete, during the Calloway-Lone Oak Variety
and Calloway-Murray Middle School football gamma. Amoog those preparing to
collect include from loft, Anita Hill, Debbie Key, Amberly Moss, Coach Peter J.
O'Rourke, Timmy Garland, Micky Garrison. and Scott Nix. O'Rourke
appreciation to each one who helped make the effort a success al bsha of the
Coursey family and athletes and coaches at CCMS

Southern Optical woukl like
to make the world
look better to you.

-Two Within it the Murray
TEACHERS AWARDED FOR EXCELLENCEschool system, Pete Morgan (right) and Cyndi Cohoon, received The 1961
Economics Awards for creativity and excellence in teaching basic economics.
Making the presentations is Dr. Dan Harrison, director of the Center for
Economic Education at Murray State University.Coboon,a fourth-grade teacher
at Carter Elementary, developed a classroom project titled "Citizenship
Through Economics" and Morgan, a sixth-grade teacher at Murray Middle
School, was recognized for a project he developed titled "Writing Checks." His
project also placed sixth in state competition for elementary and secondary
teachers and has been submitted to the national awards program of the Joint
Council on Economic Education.
(MSU Photo by Philip Key)

You can be confident in eyewearfrom Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
It comes to your*yes. Intact, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescriptioh into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
availablianywhere. And that could make a lot.
of things look better to you..
For a free copy of our booklet,"Extraitepe
toexceltence,"stop by641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call.753-0422.

Susan Byars Von $ ,000
Instantly!
You Too May Win Up To $1,000.
Now Is The Time To GetIn On lie Fun!

Susan Byars won with a 16 oz. returnable bottle
purchased at Storey's Food Giant, in Murray,
Ky.She is shown here with a representative Coke
and bottle crown. Susan'received a 61,000 check
from the Paducah Coca-cola Bottling Co.for her
winning crown.
Other winners during the contest have been as
follows:
$1,000
Carolyn Clark;

$300

Michael Boyd_

Harvey Skipworth Jr.
Janie Hughes
Namon Brann
Tony Fisher
Alvin York Jr.
Howard Keiser
Tom Morton
Phillip Wyatt
PaulineFtogers
Jim Genanatti

..$1110

$100
$1
$100
$100

$100

You may cap off your next frosty bottle of Coke,Tab,or Sprite by winning up

• All Yoe Con for Feast
Inclissks Crisp Fri•s, .
Crecialy Cele Slow wed
1 4Pionnins.
"
144.11.1110.',

Stray & MzyhelEI
11111211
Norm, Ky.
153-1313

to $1,000 in instant cash from your Coca-Coala Bottler.
Look for the caps on bottles of Coke,Tab,or Sprite with dollar signs on
top. Under each cap as a chance for you to win up to $1,000 in instant cash!
So look for the caps with dollar signs on top,and you could turn up an instant
winner. There's no purchase necessary.Getdcatits at participating stores.
Available on all Coca-Cola pkgs.& allied prodicts
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke.' are registerid trademarks which identify the

same product of The Coca-Cola Company. Offer good only in areas served by

Cola Bottling Co of Paducah.
Oxopany &flied wider the authority of The Coca-Cola Company By Coca-Cola Bottling
"Tabe & Sprite" are also registered trade-marks of The Coca-Cola
Co. of Paducah,Paducah's only Wine owned Bottling Co.

AVAILABLE

&rms.IIImlay.a-Wire S. 1911
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Pennies Being Replaced
By Lighter-Zinc Coins'
By ROBERT FURLOW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)Treasury officials are ignoring cries from the
copper industry and moving ahead with their ides
to save the government
millions of dollars a year
-in pennies.
The familiar, mostly
copper pennies are to be
replaced by lighter coins
made mostly of zinc,
beginning late this year.
"We'll start striking
the new pieces before the
end of the year," says
Alan J. Goldman, deputy
director of the US. Mint.
"We were not slowed
down one bit" by the copper industry's attempt to
win a legal restraining
order.
A federal judge in
Washington rejected the
request earlier this
month, but an appeal is
being prepared, says
Robert J. Wardell,
president of the Copper
and Brass Fabricators
Council.
Government officials
say the new coins will
look and feel just like the
current ones but will

11 More con4 Body part
temptible
5 Copenhagen
12 Sofa
coin
14 Teutonic
6 Dysprosium
deity
symbol
15 Highlander
7 Scale note
17 Soaks up
-a bOyi
18 Gratuity
9 Short jacket
20 is aware of
10 Grumble
23 Insect egg
11 Measure
24 Redact
13 Chemical
26 Growing out
compound
of
16 Chinese
28 Compass pt.
social group
29 Renovate
19 Evergreens
31 More
21 Distort
22 Vapor
33 Rabbit
25 Pester
Natures
27 Consumed
35 Top of head 30 Pen
30 Projectile
,
owe
320019102'
39 DWI
3*Thick Nice
42 Conjunction 38 Laws
43 Babylonian
hero
45 Christmas
carol
48 Doctrine
48 Hard wood
50 Former Portuguese coin
51 Fight
between two
53 Float In ter
55 Liquid meas.
56 MediterreniMin
vessels
59 Arranges In
folds
61 Automobile
style
6200 in
DOWN
1 Mock
2 Sun god

weigh about 19 percent
leas and wW cost leas to
make.
Zinc costs less than
copper- about 49 cents a
pound compared with
about 85 cents in recent
trading - and copper's
price tends to jump
around more, interfering
with production
schedules, officials say.
Savings to the government could be $25 million
a year or more,they say.
Critics, including the
copper industry, argue
that switch-over costs
will eat up any savings,
that boarding will make
the billions of pennies
now in circulation disappear into jars and
dealers' vaults and that
the new pennies could be
subject to severe
corrosion.
"Absolute nonsense,"
replies Goldman, though
he concedes hoarding has
been and will continue to
be a problem.
Government production - more than 12
billion pennies a year has not kept pace with demand, and the Federal
Reserve Board has been

CUM MUG LUC
MUM MUG ULM
UM 00U0
CO BUM MEE
U000 UMW BUM
MUM MOD MU
UUMUU BUM=
UV MEV ELEILLI
UOU MUNE OULIU
UMW MEW BO
121000 QV
PUO MOW CUM
MU MUD BUM
37 Sends form
38 Basebets
Slaughter
40 more
Profound
41 Narrow
Waning*
44 Positive pole

47 Apportion

49 Story
52 Conducted
54 Hamelin pest
57 Per person
Abbr.
511 Tin symbol
do Hebrew letter

(4,M IRVIN& TO
REDUCE THE STRESS
IN MY LIFE

limiting allocations of
one-cent pieces since last
year.
"We don't think it is going to be much worse"
while the switch is being
made,Goldman said.
The Treasury Department plans to begin minting the new coins late
this year at San Francisco and West Point,
N.Y. The Denver and
Philadelphia mints wW
continue to make mostly
copper pennies until
possibly late next
summer
Pennies now are made
of copper alloy-about 95
percent copper and 5
percent zinc. The new
coins would be almost entirely zinc, with
additional copper electroplated onto the outside
skin to make the total 97.6
percent zinc and 2.4 per-cent copper.
Wardell's group maintains that such a drastic
change is "introducing a
new coin," a move that
would need congressional
approval, rather than
just changing the composition of the copper
alloy coin Congress
ordered years ago.
The switch could mean
as much as $15 million a
year in lost business for
his industry, Wardell
said. But even if it didn't,
he said, it would still be
wrong for the Treasury to
make the such a Mg
change on its own.

Fire Destroys
Louityille Firm
- LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - No cause has
been determined for a
fire that destroyed a
wood-products firm in
Louisville's west end
Saturday,. said
authoritiea.
A two-story brick
building that housed
River City Products;Inc.,
wasengulfed in flames by
the time city firefighters
answered the 9:53 a.m.
call.
An Emergency Medical
Servic'es technician said
that a firefighter suffered
a minor injury and Was treated at the scene. NO
one else was hurt. ,
Intense heat from the
blaze peeled paint from
pitted cars and seared
homes nearby. Smoke
from the fire was said to
have been visible for
miles.

115th Anniversary
Wallpaper Sale. Over
3,000 rolls in stock. Values
to $13.95 single roN. Now
4.99 per single roll. Said!
50 percent to 64 percent
off regular price. For
month of September only
pop a baloon and receive
an additional 10 to 50 per
cent discount on all stock
wallpaper. The Sherwin
William Co.

SNITSO85.5 good work
ing conditions. Experience required. Apply
In person Boone's •
Cleaners605 Main

$350.00 weekly stuffins
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary
For information send self
addressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box GSA, Wakefield,
Mass.01880

WA111 AO
CLASSIFICATIONS
usto hers
reedy refer erica
'nit wlI quickly kelp you escate
tne ciassification yeJ ale looking
tor
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of !limb
4. In Memory
S. lost arse Fi.nd
4. Help Wanted
S. Situation Wanted
II. Bus OoPortunot
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
II. For Sete of Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Anicles For Sale
It &in* N1110111(5

Coder Studio •
ysiazog.

Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets. jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Loather Mop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

Gold, Silver, Diomond rings, class
rings, etc.
Gold
Aver
Pawn

21. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
U. Musical
23. Eetrinineting
24. Mrscellaneous
2$. Business Services
S.TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sides
21I. Mob Home Rents
21. *sting Cooling
30. Busmen Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
3$. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. Lrvestock.Supplilis
I& Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
O.Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loins
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
$4t Used Trucks
51. Campers
$I. Boats and Motors
$3. Services Offered
54. For Trade
St Food And Seed
5& FICCOIVIMI
.11,

antlyman will- do odd
lobs; also light hauling.
Phone 753 3810.

Qualified nurses old will
take care of elderly people during the day. 7591258 or 7531694.

Will do cleaning. Houses,
offices, etc. Have
references. Call after
12:00436-5606.

Shat.

ondo i
good conditi
for sole. Coll
753-3403.
78 Model Down
12' by 55' For Selo.
Call 753-0193
after COO p.m.
M&G Complete Glass Co
has added a new line of
work that features
showcases and display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass shevelino. We also install auto
'Wass, fix storm windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door Vass,
plate glass and window
glass Cut mirrors and
glass-table tops Do picframirig. 7S -0180.

34 00
1 2.50
7 00

If you would like to look
and feel like a new you attend the Lady Love Consultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers. Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door

prizes.

I- SEE..NO, THAT'S\

ALL RIGHT... I
UNDERSTAND...

Jobs Overseas - Big
money fast. $20,000 to
$50,000 plus per year. Call
1-716-842-6000. Ext. 1705.
Needed - person to do
floor maintenance, six
nights per week. $160.00
per week plus advancement, Murray area. Must
have a good working
knowledge of cleaning
chemicals & floor equipment. Send resume to
3336 Hickory View Place,
Memphis, Tenn.38115.
Work at home jobs
available! Substantial
earnings possible. Call
504-6411003 Ext. 1316 for
information.
Part-time night clerk at
motel. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 D, Murray,
Ky.42071.

CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
520 99, 8"x30", $29.99;
installation kit,6",$29.19i
", 542 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.

Hydrolic oil for oil tractors. Some new and used
parts for Fords and othr
tractors. Plow points for
all plows. Manifolds for
Ford, Massey Ferguson
and AC tractors. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

Wood burning stove with
fan and jacket. 792 years
old. 345 2135.
Rural mail boxed, used.
In very good condition. IS to sell, only $2.00 each. 3 •
for $5.00. 502-442-1727.

2000 disk blades in stock.
Do not buy disk blades until you get our price. AC 1
gauges and sizes. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.

9. SITUATION WANTE2

01YmPic
Open 9 o.m. to 8 p.m,
753-7113

This
week s
service special at
Rudolph Tires and
Alignment Inc.
formerly Goodyear
Service Store

& tube

e

.100 Nen.n

WE BUY

17. Vacuum NOVI
111. Sewing Machines
IS. Finn Equipment

Tune Up
Alignment

•Or 'lc cnu

piidiudc
•
of.On

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0944.

Goodyear, Firestone, CF
Goodrich and others
Tractor and farm tires on
farm tire service. Snappy
service. Vinson Tractor
Co. 753-492.

In the inflation
proof, recession
proof,
2 BILLION
DOLLARS a year
security industry.
Reported in the
Wall Street Journal as a growth
business for the
1980's. Market
Research Firm
estimates 19% annual growth rate
thru 1985. Complete training and
company
assistance
available. We are
now planning expansion into the
Murray area and
can help you
develop a highly
successful
business. Can be
operated full or
part time or with
an existing
business. If you
want proof of how
we can help you
share in a boom
ing business, call
us collect at our
Regional Office in
New Albany,
Indiana 9:d0
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Not a franchise
(812)944-1882

Spanish lessons, reading,
speaking, writing 7674385.

Willet•maple chest of
drawers and bed side
table. Call 753;8760.

Hardy chrysanthemums
Information on Alaskan
cushion type, many coland Overseas Employors. $3.95 to $4.95. Hoffment. Excellent income
man's Nursery 94 East.
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.
Nikon FM Camer-a,1odY
INTERESTED IN FREE
with zoom lens plus acCHRISTMAS GIFTS???
cessories. Call 767-2828.
Hostess; a needle craft
Firewood
demonStration - receive
Order now and burn
beautiful free gifts • free
seasoned wood this winter
lessons In latch hook,em436-2758.
broidery, counted crossstitch and needle point.
Frigndaire Drop-in
Contact Lou Stroder af
Range avacoda,good condition 759-4588 or 753-7637.
502-436-2642. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!
Needed-person to do floor
maintenance, six nights
per week. $160.00 per
week plus advancement,
Murray area. Must have
a good working
White Westinghouse porknowledge of cleaning
table dishwasher,
chemicals & floor equipavocado. Butcher block
ment. Sends resume to
top. $250.00. Large dining
3336 Hickory View Place,
table, five chairs $150.00. Memphis, Tenn.38115.
Call 759-4983.
Attractive position for
Stove, refrigerator,
man or woman of neat apwasher, dryer and dinette
pearance and good
set. 495-8716.436-2805,
characfir for pleasant
19. FARM EQUIPMENT
work, no lay offs. Earn
ing Opportunity $250.00 to
Massey Ferguson com$350.00 to start. Advancebine TO ft. Orlin head.
ment good benefits.
Good condition 753-3679.
Education or experience
Goose neck trailer. Gravinot necessary. Call
ty flow grain beds. 489Paducah 443-6460 between
.8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY! ! 2308 after 5:00.
Ask for Mr. Miller.
Best prices on three point
seeders, also truck tool
Matter@ lady to live with
,boxes. Vinson Tractor.
- retired lady for room and
753-4892.
board. 733-8648.

The Pistol People: Invest
in a feeling of security,
largest variety, lowest
priced, no registration or
red tape in Kentucky
Country Boy Store, The
Army Surplus Folks, 9
miles west of
Hopkinsville junction of
K y 164-117, Hours 8-5,
Sunday: 12-5, (502) 685
5914.
Remington 12 ga. 870
pump 3" Magnum 26" improved and 30" full choke
barrels with oun case.
$235.00. Remington 308
automatic with two clip
sling, weaver 4 to 1 scope
and gun case. $200.00.
Marlin-semi automatic 22
rifle $50.00. Marlin-22
Magnum with clip and
scope $70.00. Winchestersemi automatic 22 rifle
$65.00. Smith & Wesson
357 Magnum, 4" Nickel
mwith custom holster and
belt $265.00. 354-6770.
Remington model 700
BDL 270 calibur with 3X9X scope. Call anytime
759-4663.
Custom made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; id Center. 7599633.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BU X
So your child
wants to taltd
piano lessons but
ycni hate to buy a
piano before your
sure they will stick
with it. RENT FT
FIRST!. Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7575

4-Uniroyal-Landtracks. 4
ply 1.0-15 It. 8,000 miles, 4wheel drive tires. $160.00.
354-6770.
1978 Starcraft pop-up
camper. Swing-out kitchen just like n ew, porta
potty, built in heater. 1948
Chrysler Windsor. Good
shape. Chevrolet motor.
Six person Jacuzzi hottub
complete with heater,
filter, blower. Five ft.
television, large screen.
Parachute to ride in. Pull
behind boat or car. 7530153 days, 753-3222 nights.
250 gallon fuel tank
$125.00 with stand. 7536107 or 436-5885.
Cast iron wood heating
stove. Burns wood up to 24
in. with magic heat
blower. Used one season.
Call 753-2987.
People powered vehicle.
Excellent condition. 7537370.
Shopping -Working
mothfrs. Daycare Saturdays - weekday afternoons and ewenings. Preschool children - toddlers.
753-6988.
Raggedy Ann dolls and
stuffed dolls for
Christmas. Various sizes
and different prices. 7538525 1618 College Fm. Rd.
Size 10 leather coat, set Me
Collier encyclopedias,
dinette set and cabinet
model sewing machine.
After 5:00 call 753-9330.
Kiln dried walnut lumber
$2.50 sq. ft. Call 753-5562.;.
5.562.,
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tracior,
industrial Rd.

Firewood seasoned oak
and hickory cut to order..
Bulk rates available. 7537585 or 753-7300.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
- 113 1114

Electric space heaters.
759-4515 after 5 p.m.
Van size icel)ox and sink,
cabinet $100.00. Men's 26
in. 3-speed bike $30.00.
Two 19 in. black and white
tv $40.00 each. 753-4901
KERO-SUN heaters:
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8. $162.99;
Radiant 10, $209.99;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99,
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
WOOD HEATERS,.
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
Two speed blower, $59.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

12xel1iiler for sate. •IQ75
motrel, excellent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath 1/2. Fully:
carpeted. Call Brandon
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct. 753-9104
or nights 753-1551.
12x65 1973 furnished:.
central air. 759-1987.
Three bedroom double
wide mobile home on permanent foundation.
Located oa large shady
lot in Baywood Vista
Subd..near Ky. Lake. The .
home has two baths, living room, kitchen, dining
room and central heat..
Also wood burning stove.
Ample storage space.
Priced reasonable. Call'
7531721.
12 x 65 central heat & air,
washer & dryer hook-up.
Excellent condition. Call
492-8120.
2x64 three bedroom 11/2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m.753-4469.

HORNBUCKli BARBER SHOP
2251. P. Miler St.(Acme Ifni C841890lin C•mter)
Special:lee is Solis, Mims
$1.25
Open Moors
Men.,Tam,Thurs., M.,Set.

8-12753-34W
For Appoleduoutt

SALES and SERVICE
IN AGRISULTURE
The oldest and largest ralIAUfacturer and marketer of
complete liquid fertilizer as ellepanding its sales and service operations in thisateK immediate openings for
Crop Service Repropagitativee and District Mana9ers
(full or part time). -erit commissioned earnings
for advancement with this
potential and oppo
Iod sales support provided.
fast-growing qpraparrtirt
Understanding cd aprecullure WOW,but willingness to
otter high quality product and ousOorner service program to farmer findie and rallahbOra is most essential. For immediate coniateration hod assume To .

PAI;t:

mt

K Al • Ikl..11:111_4111 di

mgt.!,. tinItela‘. 111-14•Iscr S. MI

11F1 IL
3-

31E.11 laktm
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32 APIS F OR -PENT

HOMES SALES

T4stefully decorated one

Apples tor sate Sweet doer

19110 Fairmont 14x 70 Yrii-ith bedroom unfurnished Tucker Or(hards. Landfill
Stove, Rd Cali 489 2461 to reserve
7 x 21 ft. pullout. Three apartment
refrigerator and water order
2 bath, gas, furnished
/
bedroom, 11
Low utilities
central air, 117,500.00.
11 PUBLIC SALE
May assume loan with 753 3949.
payment of 1199 38 3.5.4
Looking for a nice fur Yard Sale at Everett
6587. 3518004
nished one bedroom Indon Service Station at
For rent two bedroom 12 x apartment with low Hardin across from the 4
Way Freeze. Brand name
58 beautifully located on utilities? Call 753 3949.
clothes for entire family,
15 acres with stocked fish
Lakefront apartment for furniture, dishes,
pond Call 489 2327.
rent, Pine Bluff Shores. jewelry, coin purses,'
drapes, sheres, electric
Two bedroom furnished Box 1010E.
appliances, cameras,
mobile home for rent.
RENT
FOR
jewelry boxes, shoes and
$75.00 security deposit. 33 ROOMS
$150.00 per month rent. Partially furnished bags to match all colors
all sizes). Much much
No Pets! Call 75'3-4808.
Utilities included. 20
more! In case of rain will
from
minutes
walk
MSU_
Extra nice two bedroom
be Oct. 14, 15, 16.
406
6th.
S.
Located
753
mobile home. Adults.
Small well kept court. 6988. 12HOMc LOANS
$95.00 monthly. 753-8216 34. HOUSES FOR RENT.."EL
Six room two bedroom
after 5 p.m.
home for sale, built in ap
Four
near
bedroom
house
For rent: nice 2 bedrooms MSU. Appliances, drapes, pliances near shopping
trailer, near Murray. Ng carpeting. $350.00 a center, corner lot. Phone
pets! 489 2611.
month. Available Nov. 753-1276 or 753-1528.
1st. 753-3006.
E
'
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29. HEATING-COOLING
Two bedroom house elecvalemimmom

Complete Inventory or Buck
Stoves and
Related Products
Lowest Prices In State
Or Kentucky
Save 50% to 80% on
this years home
heating bills
Contact Calloway Co.
Agent Steve Combs
753-4718 after 4:00
p.m. or may be seen
at Bueil Stoves on
Cadiz Hwy. 68 (next
to Red Ace)
Codiz, Ky. Phone 5226891.

tric or wood heat, eight
miles East of Murray.
$125.00 a month plus
deposit. Mrs. Lindsey
Beane 436-2582.
House eight rooms, bath,
screened in back porch,
garden space, garage.
Been remodeled by City
Community Development. Low income family
wanted. Call 753-3685.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.
Three bedroom home one
bath, dining, living room,
recently completely
remodeled. Fenced in
back yard, central gas
heat, centrally located
near university. 753-3763
after 4 p.m.
Two houses near
univer;ity. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6

$371'
Comfortable two
30. BUSINESS RENTAL bedroom house, natural
gas, appliances and water
furnished, four miles out
t.ir churches and
,
grocery. References reI quired.
allai
War•hoese
Call 753-3177.

1

Stomp Spice
F•r Wan
75347511

-

32. APTS. FOR RENT

FOr rent: two bedFoom
apartment. Close to
hospital. Deposit required. No pets. 753-7809.
Large furnished apartment with fireplace
$190.00 includes utilitiers.
None drinkers! Evenings
753-5292. Prefer couples!
Unfurnishd three room
apartment and basement
$75.00. Call 753-6819.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near
downtown Murray. 7534109, 436-2844.

1411R-CAL
APARTMENTS

1, 1 & 3 bedroom tails It=
S165.00 Per at. RolSupped pit Newly cow
stracted ceatral hear aild air,
carpeted, kitchen appliances.
Office Hours Not-Fri. 9:0012:00 Noon
Northwood Dr
Marra?, KY
502-759-4984
Easel Noosing Opparkmitt

V.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out baseft
ment 400 sq
finished
Home or business for
rent call

Ursa Wddrep
Beal Estate
ondioutr.
C759.1787
Appraisals - Counciling - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
7534894

‘•-•
Located

in Riviera
Courts is this two
mobile
bedroom
home, completely
furnished for only
$6,500.00. the ideal'
dwelling for that son
or daughter now atcollege.
tending
Make your offer today'.

ROBERTS REALTY
Three bedroom home for
rent 1207 Kirkwood. 7531216£ Sycamore
5945.
tawny, Ky. 753-1651
121 between Coldwater
and Mayfield. Two or Great location great
three bedrooms, price. You get over 2200
refrigerator, stove and sq. ft. in this brick three
dishwasher furnished. bedroom two bath country home with an oversizCall 489-2775.
ed living room, large
Two or three bedroom family room plus
house. 907 N. 16th, Mur- separate dining room.
ray. 492-8225.
Low utility bills with the
two wood burning stoves.
37. LIVESTOCK
Also has central air, fenc- SUPPLIES
ed yard, garage and attic
storage space. Relax and
One
horse trailer. let your family spread out
Priced to sell. Call over 1 1/2 acres and only
daytime 753-5671, nights. two minutes from town.
753-3430.
Call today, Spann Realty
One year old Durox Boar. Assoc. 753-7724.
489-2308 after 5 p.m.

Seven month ofd gaited
Two bedroom apartment saddle colt natural recker
for rent, range, oven, $400.00. Call 753-0224 after
refrigerator, dishwasher, 5 p.m.
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet. 38. PETS- SUPPLIES
No pets. One year lease
and $225 deposit required. Black & rust AKC Dober$225 per month. Phone man registered puppies,
$85.00. Mother of puppies
753-2622 or 753-3865.
excellent with small
Newly decorated one children. Call 759-4651
bedroom apartment after 5 p.m.
$175.00 per, month. Call Six month old Black
Spann Realty Associates Great Dane, full
753-7724.
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
Na, leasing
AKC Registered Doberman puppies. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
AKC Registered
Doberman. puppies. 7594588 or 753-7637.
Dog Obedience Workshop
Oct. 17th & 18th with or
without dog. Covers how
dogs learn and the most
modern training techniques. How to get the most
out of your "dog dollars."
Nationally known training director. Eight miles
South of Murray at Glendhenmere Kennels. 4362858.
•

275 acres more or less - located between Como and
Cottage Grove, excellent row crop farm, blacktop
rood frontage and may be sold in four trocts
separately. Priced at $1150 per ocre.
72 Does more or less, located near Piaryear, three
bedroom home, farrowing house, groin bins, tobocco born, stock born, 90% plus tillable ground. Priced at $110,000.00 - will trode for home in or near
Pont.
150 acres mot (pow less • four bedroom brick horn.,
excellent cattle farm, two barns, equipment shed,
year round creek located near Big Sandy, owner
will finance. Priced $160,000.00.
143 Acres more or less- Esteee sole, located between Cottage Grove end Pahnersville, row crop
form, excellent for corn and beans, two bedroom
house-priced at $137,500.00.
183 acres more or less- located north of Como nein
Genie Lake, appx. 70 acres open, old home place,
timber and row crop. Priced at $650.00 per acre may be sold separately.
lir ;AMR more or less - located near Springville,
Tess. Approx. 300 acres open, row crop, three
bwkoent home. grant bins. Kans8116a hag *nineties,Immo mast sell.

'Moody
Realty
Co.
414 Tyne veme Paris, Ti. 642-5133

-Pmfessispisell
with Tim Fiseadly T
FIVE
MINUTES
FROM CITY!!
This is a real buy-3
B.R., 2 bath, B.V.
home, entry hall,
gr eat room with
fireplace, central
heat and air, carport. A lot of quality, ideal room arrangement for
family living. This
house is priced to
sell at only $42,900.
513 BEALE ST.
-This neat 2
bedroom home,
electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen
appliances included. Perfect for
small family - you
can buy this and
pay less than rent.
Only $24,900 less
than replacement
cost.
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27.

1

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

911

Poison

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR

Control

Aluminum
Service
Co.

753-7588

NEW UST1NG
2 story brick, 2100
/
11
sp. ft. of living space, 2
acres. Brown's Grove
area. only $38,000.
W4- Ananage Rental
Property for other
people for a small fee
You'll like our Service.

11121411941

Eddie Ms*, Realtor
by T.le* Auld*loft

1-7,‘ES F 1MT NB-ipEIMMES- ,, )iteRVICESOFFERED)ERytCtS(1F,F E RED
an
v
=
Fence uk-s At sear. now
Fair women wow in Nin Bock Lwow.63.000
Call Sear% 751 71)0 tor
L ynn Greve wftti 2 saw min stets oo /53 9/10
tree eiiiimaie for roue
House needs repair 43$
o
el
i
4takr
1903 AMC Concord DL
4284.
two door, blue. iOw
CARPET CLEA*1940
New houses in Canter mileage, extra clean Cali
7531222
Free estimate, Satisfied
bury Owner financing 153 2574 after S p m
references Viorai-Vac
with 255 at 14 percent in
Steam or quick dry clean
1975 Cadillac Coupe De
terest 753 3672
in. LEE'S 'CARPET
Ville two 000r. one owner.
NEAR
for -sal* furnished low
House
mileage. white on General Morrie and CLEANING. 753 3127 .
Asa
UNIVERSITY
carpet
unfurnished,
or
red. Call 753 2529 after 5 Mobile Home Repair IS 'AAA CUSTOM MADE
Web The Ifteindly 7•4411
ery attractive
11v0119hout. 2 large bedrooms p.a.• -years exp•ri•nte CAlit NETS. bookcases.
living
large
ano
brink home on
4 roam. Cimino ?oom, 1974 ,OldsrsobikliØS
Carpentry and concrete. music. _centers etc.
PANORAMA
reet near th
SHORES
kitchen, bath room. Supreme extra marg.7* plumbing, toollag. tiding. Reasonable 436 ?Ma
niversity. New
in 1515 after 5 p.m. --- _Eras ostintaten_ataitialn- PLDL awn..SevKe Mao
Year-round home, utifity room and built
Small. Days 474
P2 blocks
t pump beating
garage.
car
• mg. small free and hedge
1911 Pontiac OTIR kir
wooded lot, 3 B R.,
from M S U Look it over mileage, excellent condi- nights and weekends
nd cooling
trimming Free
car
1
.
774.
2 baths,
inc give me a bid NO real tion Call 759 1805 or 733
Estimates 436 7997
system, firepla
garage, spacious estate brokers please 206 8430 after 4.30
in den. Extrem
K I. K Slump Removal Cleaned and bagged
• 15th. 759 4702
living -dining
ly economical 'room, cathedral Three bedroom home one 1976 Dodo. Aspen SE Do you need stumps 14eart seed wheat Good
removed from your yard
Call 489 2794 or 489
utility bills, lovely
bath, dining, living room, One owner, small V S. or land cleared of germ
ceiling, glassed
completely automatic, power, vinyl stumps' We can remove 2563 eller a p m
recently
tree shaded lot. Ofwall for lovely remodeled Fenced in roof, bucket seats, cruise
fered in the $40's.
stumps up to 74 below Professional
Electric back yard, central gas $7100 00 753 7718
lakeview.
paperhanging painting.
Kopperud Realty,
the grOund, lea v ing only farm
buildings, top. wet,
centrally
located
central
heat,
heat,
wall
Cali
and
chips
sawdust
Street.
711 Main
1971
Impala two for tree estimate Bob Commerciai or
air, (basement near university 753 3163, door Chevy
in ootict condition, Kemp 435 4343 or Bob residential Call Tremor,
level has bedroom, New 3 bedroom, 2 bath, $45000 7538127
Farris 759-19117
FOR RENT
Kemp, Jr 435 1319
bath incomplete). built in appliances. Must
EXECUTIVE
Large deck, sell. $30,000. Call 489-2670, 1966 Dodge, V S
HOME
0.1...i
SAWDUST
automatic $300 03 Call
A
Toy L..
screened.
47 MOTORCYCLES 489 7327
Three bedroom,
bargain at 1915 150
I's" hole fresh lend
, Barnett
bath almost new
Honda
. Coll after S
TRUCKS
USED
$36,500.00.
SO
Sand
Gravel
ool,
[
combination road and
home for rent.
p.m. 901-642-7067.
IDEAL
ond
Lime
trail
bike.
redonio
Excellent
len
internationaL farm
Home is spotl
condition. Call 43 72744
BUSINESS
truck lift (tat bed price
on 753-4776
throughout, ha
'b. Bur Dot C•ramics Open
SITE
1979 Honda Odyssey price 12150(k) Call 79 11061
9 00 a m. Ill 10.0o p.m
central heat a
Clean
Cleaning
Carpet
S.
219,
221,
217,
1978 Ford F100 pick up six
reduced 436 25.40 Monday Friday. Classes
air, attached 2-c
last
carpet.
free
odor
cylinder $390000 or best
and supplies. 4714701
12th, B-4 zoninggarage,and cony
better
longer
smells
and
GT
offer Call 753 5573
approximately 1174 1979 YZ 80 also 1977
Automobile mochanic
nient location.
80 Call 753 6546 after 4 00 GMC Van conversion. For free estimates call- will do work
fron285'
on automatic
acres,
Seff's Carpet Cleaning
pm
Available at $400 a
Fully customized with 753 9826 Experienced and and all gasoline rigined
of
tage.
Plenty
month. Phone 7
trucks All work done
made leather refrigerator, sink, stereo, reliable
room for building Custom
1222, Kopperu
guaranteed Call 4.37 4546
jackets, trousers, hats... _couch (converts : into
with ample park- Minor shoe repair. Mur- beat. rally wheels-, Concrete and blocks and
Realty in Murray.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
ing space, high ray Leather Shop, Dix- custom paint and cap brick Basements, SIDING
or vinyl siding
13,000
miles
chairs
tains
Center
759-9633.
ieland
traffic count for a
driveways. sidewalks and and trim Aluminum trim
753 5014
to
Reply
storm cellars 20 years for brick houses Jack.
REDUCED 55,000.00.
prosperous.
1980 Yamaha, II 250 Hon
experience and free GISPeer 713 1873
This home is just barely
1975
truck
GMC
up
pick
Owner
business.
da, 1972 450 Honda. Call Good condition Asking estimates 753 5476
lived in. Features three
All your plumbing and air
will sell lots 489 2308 after 5 p.m
"edrooms, two baths, and
$150000 901 247 5761,
driveways and conditioning needs Also
Asphalt
seperately.
a spacious great room
parking lots sealed by do carpentry, painting,
1980 Yamaha YZOOG-trail 1971..Jeep Renegade CJ
with a large and beautiful
Sears
free estimates roofing and concrete. Ali
bike
(like
new) tow mileage 753-4647 cat? 753For
fireplace. This house is 40 acre farm, half mile from racing
work done to satisfaction
7310:$395.00.
354-6779
not only beautiful, but is town on 94 East. six tenths of
753 9872
after 6 00 p m
Guttering by Sears. Sears
built for the practical use
a ntile blacktopped. 23 acres 1977 750F Honda good con- 1977 Chevy Blazer 4 W.-FeHOME
el
MOBILE
continuous gutters install
of the every day family. lendable, 17 timber. For more
ANCHORS underpinning,
dition. Best offer Call drive, Cheyenne, ed per your spec if lc a
The large kitchen and din
information call PurPom & 767-2758 or 753-5708
automatic, tilt wheel, lions Call Sears 753 2310 roof's sealed, patio awn
ing area are truly a bless
Thurman Real Estate, rs3
ings, and house type roofs
cruise control 52,000 for free estimate
ing to any harrassed
Susy Wens, 753 1585 or
for mobile homes 753
48. AUTO SERVICES miles Sharp! 14850 00
woman. The private fenc
Tank
Septic
Alexander
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
Call 354 6217.
1873. Jack Glover
efl backyard and patio are
Two 350 Chevy engines
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
cleaning portable
Steam
perfect for the small ones
$275.00 each. 1973 Chevy
driveway
your
from
ed
51 CAMPERS
in your family. So for
truck left fender $75.00,
Industrial. residential, or motors equiptnent shop
floors garages house
beauty and just plain
doors 1100.00, gas tank 1976 GMC Midas motor commercial, 24 hour ser
siding roofs tiler shake
every day living you must
$25.00, power steering home 21 ft long, excellent vice Call 753 5933
metal, mildew removing
see this dream of a house.
$75.00, rear end $75.00. condition. Sleeps six,
Pierceall Cleaning 753
Call Spann Realty Assoc_
1973 Chevelle. front cap $9000.00. Call 147 4170
ROOFING
8148 759 4111
753-7724.
$223.00, doors $50.00, after 510 p.m.
Suit Up & Shim*.
bumpers $25.00, rear end 1966 International motor
_55 FEcD&SEEirAll work
$50.00, 1974 Monte Carlo home Self contained, gofer
SUPER ASSUMPJUST ONE
g
00000
food.
Arthur
free
wheat seed Call
doors $50.00, fenders over head air, custom
TIONS! Yes. . you con!
LOOK
Inhumes. Cal I59.1859 435 4179
$30.00. Will take firearms painted $1750.00. 154 6217.
There are alternative
or 113-4461
That's all it will in on trade. Can install all
methods of buying and
Onion free cleaned Arthur
take to convince parts. Call 759-1200 before 12. BOATS & MOTORS
selling property,
wheat Call after I 00
APPLIANCE SERVICE
however, and in many
you that this is the 5 p.m.
23 ft. Cruiser 159 1987 K ENMORE, pm 415 4,472
cases they ore more
home for your
after 5 p.rn
WHIRLPOOL,
49. U STD CAR
Fi`" 7737.777:7
sobeneficial Ao•tho buyer
amily. Relax
20
WESTINGHOUSE
Used 71/2 Johnson motor
and the seller than
HatDatsun
B210
1975
Free
kittens Call 153
from the day's
Alvaro; guitar Call 753 years experience, Bobby 8612.
traditional methods.
chback. Excellent condi
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
work
the
ask
in
13'21
6577
for
Rebekah
tion, great gas mileage
These alternative
Service 203 5 5th St 75)
Two month old black
master bedroom $1600.00. Call 615-232-6895.
methods will become
FILLWIL2a.E.L_RED 4472 or 753 811116
kitten 153 /901
female
suite, then join the
increasingly popular in
1965 Rambler six cylinder Small Engine Shop has
the next decode. As
family in the
moved to 1001 E Glen
average home prices
beautiful den 1320.00. 759-1799.
dale Fixes chain saws,
and prime mortgoge inith
its round
tillers, and lawnmowers
terest rates increctte,
1977 Olds Delta, 2
earth fireplace.
All small motors Phone
'the demand for alterdoor, locally owned
753 4590
e kitchen is a
native methods of buyourmet's delight
PIIROOkIS
ing and selling increase
Boy's Carpenter Shop
correspondingly. Cur*th its bay winCustom _cabinets, wood
OLDSMOBILE
rently, more than 50%
ow. The formal
working,furniture repair,
of all real estate tranPONTIAC
formica, replace wood in
'ving and dining
sactions involve one or
old cars. If its wood work
oom offers you
CADILLAC
more alternative financing call 753 4124.
d your guests an
meing methods. .
753 53)5
1406W Man
to
place
elegant
thods. that ore
Will sharpen hand saws,
beneficial to both the
isit. Seeing is
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass chain saws and skitl saws
buyer and seller of proSupreme Power, tilt, Call 753 4656.
lieving. Phone
cruise, AM FM cassette,
perty.
. methods
1222, Kopperud
rear defog, low mileage. Will inspect and clean
available to you.
lty, for all the
753-8512.
chimneys. 498 8958
Older hems Whk two bedrooms, hip living
ormation of this
nem, kitchen, wee heti, dhisi room and Milky
5
210
1981
speed
Datum
ovely Canterbury
Insulation blown in by
new Meese is opproximotely how mks inn
overdrive. Air condition, Sears. Save on these high
1I
,states residence.
good gas mileage, good heating and cooling bills
LORETTA ,JOSS, REALTORS
tore, his city weer. $.1hrief, $16,000,
1200 Syr-limo.'
condition. $5600.00 Days 8 - Call Sears 753 1310 for
22 after 4111p.m.
N1_753-53
MurrIlly 15.470tucky 42071
4
6
after
7532401
p.m.
762
SEARCH NO
free estimate.
1502) ?53-t145?
0446.
LONGER
or a home with
n acre lot just
mutes from
wn. A beautiful
gyer opens into
th formal living
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
oom and den with
And Save For A Handy Reference)
a brick wall fireplace. This. 3
oom, 2 bath
-Prefiessiosel Services
me is nicely arwish Tim insindly Toed
ged for family
Police
OWNER LEFT
6 a...-1Akinight 7 Days A Week
ving with all its
STATE
ztras; a patio for
'111
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
Close in-3 B.R.
ntertaining, a
home, newly
ouble garage
decorated and
ith concrete
carpeted, electric
veway and proheat (over 1700 Sq.
essional landft. of living area),
aping. Offered
situated on a 2
ugh Kopperud
Quality Srertice
acre wooded lot,
Realty, 753-1222.
Ciawiney Sweep Service
large living room,
AN Types Chimneys
----compottB
country kitchen,
44 LOTS FOR SAL
Cleevernq end Repo,
Sleeting sod At Coe.
convenient to
Ahrenwem and Vinyl
trim
&Wain, Salm Scil*c
shopping, Commercial lot with two
Cestem
flag,
491 89413
block buildings 518,000.00.
died Service. *Were
restaurants, 753
work. References.
0778.
Bey
IalleV,
Sheol MOPS 41 Service
Fisher Price. Just
NWEd
Ceil
753 4150
Depot tweets-reduced to 37,500.
45 FARMS FOR SALE
733-5699.
For réiiEkásor sale 80*
lord A McClure
753-9290
ON STATE •
acre 'Cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for
LINE RD.
sale. Call 753 0662.
OFF 121 SOUTH
A 300 acre farm on 46. HOMES FOR SAL
black top that is A sunny VA loan locked in
lawny
Illutray-Callaisay
well-suited for a 101/2 percent. Three
Leather.
County Nespital
cattle operation. bedroom brick, family
There are five room with fireplace, 1 1/2
Shp
bath, closed garage,•ft•nc- NMIMOM
large grazing field ed
in back yard, neat and,
111111001 Clilf
mown a COMM
(20-60 acres Wt. clean, goo* location,
15114112
each). Each field $4500.00 down and a sunny
Leather gifts.,
has a pond and fen- k)an .-Ca11.72 1562.
KINGS BIM 11111111111111 Purses, billfolds,
cing. Approx- flome for sare-ry owner-,
Calloway County
belts, etc. Mind
imately 75 acres is 1505 Oak Dr., excellent
*COMM SIM IRMO
immediate
Shoe Repoor,
tillable. Owner condition,
CAMINTS
bum
Squad
Three
possession
will consider bedroom brick over 1100
Custom .rn_ade
75349441
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Poll Reports Peoples' Beliefs

Obituaries
Henderson
Dies Sunday;
Rites Set
Mrs. Pauline Henderson,72-year-old mother of
Mrs. Ronald Babb of
Murray, died at 4:15 a.m.
Sunday in the Community
Hospital at Mayfield. She
was a relident of
Macedonia Road,
Mayfield.
Funeral _ services will
be conducted at 11 a.m.
Tuesday at Byrn Funeral
Home in Mayfield, with
the Rev. Clarence Hare
officiating. Burial will be
in Highland Park
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Byrn Funeral Home after
5 p.m. today.
Survivors include her
husband, Alton Henderson; one son, Bob
Henderson of Oak Ridge,
Tenn; one daughter, Mrs.
Ronald Babb, Murray;
one brother, Roy"Brown,
St. Petersburg, Florida;
one sister, Mrs. Grace
Raymen, Columbus, Ky.;
three grandchildren.
The family requests
that all expressions of
sympathy be made in the
form of donations of the
First United Methodist
Church Memorial Fund.

U.S. Labor Leaders Lose Touch

MATCHING CONTRIBUTION — David Alexander (left), a Louisville Certified Public Accountant,formerly of Murray, presents a _check for 81,100 from
the accounting firm of Ernest and Whinney to Dr. John Thompson,chairman of
the Department of Accounting and Finance at Murray State University. The
check from the Ernstand Whinney Foundation matches contributions to Murray
State made by the accounting firm's employees. Earlier in 1981,Ernst and Whinney donated $500 to support the Department of Accounting and Finance at Murray State.

MSU Faculty Members
Awarded Research Grants
Two faculty members
at Murray State University have been awarded
small grants for research
projects through the

Four Persons Killed
In Weekend Wrecks
On State' Highways
Four persons were killed in weekend traffic accidents on Kentucky
highways, according to
Kentucky State Police
reports.
The deaths raised the
1981 highway death toll to
62§, compared with 605
through this date last
-year.
Billy W. Reeves, 18, of
Mayfield, was killed ear-

a

State Police
Recover
26 Plants
Kentucky State Police
reported the recovery of
26 sinsemilla plants in
rural Graves County during the weekend.
Officers Billy Davidson
and Gary West recovered
the plants., averaging in
height from nine to 10
feet. Street value was
placed at between $26,000
and $78,000 for the plants.
The sinsemilla was
reported to officers by a
farmer who found it
growing in his milo field.
No arrests were made
in the incident, according
to KSP Information Officer Richard Wright.

Mayfield
Man Dies
In Crash
Kentucky State Police
reported a fatal traffic
accident near Mayfield
early Sunday.
Killed was Billy W.
Reeves, Rt. 2, Mayfield.
The 18-year-old man ran
off the road about three
miles north of Mayfield
on Ky. 121. He hit a utility
pole at 12:55 a.m., according to KSP Information Office Richard
Wright. Reeves died_at
Community Hospital,
Mayfield following the
accident.

ly Sunday when his car
struck a utility pole on
Kentucky 121 in Graves
County, about three miles
north of Mayfield.
John L. Teater,, 70, of
Lancaster, and Emanuel
Porter Jr., 22, of
Lexington, were killed
Saturday in a two-car collision on U.S. 27 in
Garrard County,one mile
north of Lancaster.
Porter Was a passenger
in a car driven by David
L. Leaven, 33, of Lancaster. Leavell was
transferred to University
of Kentucky Medical
Center
Marilyn Newton, 16, of
Bardstown, was killed
Friday night in a one-car
accident in her hometown
in Nelson County, police
said.

Theatre
Announces
Banquet
Murray State's University Theatre hasannounced it will- have a
Firstnighter's Banquet at
6 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 7
in the ballroom of the
University Center.
The banquet Will
celebrate the opening of
Macbeth in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Following the meal, the,director
of Macbeth, Dr. Mark
Malinauskas, will speak.
Those in attendance then
will proceed to the
Johnson Theatre for the 8
p.m. performance.
According to James I.
Schempp, who is handling arrangements for the
banquet, tickets are
available to the public.
Cost of the buffet will
be $7.50 a person. Tickets
for Macbeth must be purchased seperately.
Reservations are
necessary for the banquet and may be made by
calling 762-4421 or 7676797.

Waterfield Center for
Business and Public Affairs on the campus. They
are: Dr. George A.
James,- associate professor of public administration and director
of the Master of Public
Administration Program; and Kenneth E.
Winker Jr., instructor of
criminal...justice in the
Department of Political
Science and Legal
Studies.
Dr. Rex F. Galloway,
director of the Waterfield
Center, said James and
Winker have each been
awarded $250 for their
projects. Their proposals
were selected by a Committee made up of three
members of the college's
faculty development
committee and Galloway
as director of the Waterfield Center.
The James project, "A_
Survey of the Private
Provision of Municipal
Services to Kentucky City
and County Governments,'' will focus on contracts with private
businesses to provide
local government services.

His research will determine "what the practices
are in Kentucky and (to)
identify what' dysfunctions exist, if any" and
enable him to present the
information in a format
that can be useful to local
governments and private
business throughout the
state.
-Winker's project, titled
"Machiavellianism in the
Prison Setting: Institutional Misconduct and
Violence," deals with the
use of Machiavellian
techniques (duplicity,
cunning and bad faith) in
prisons to gain rewards
or advantages over other
people.
He proposes "to determine the extent of
Machiavellianism in an
inmate populatio and to
explore behavioral
manifestations such as
verbal manipulation by
inmates of other inmates,
correctional officers and
the 'prison ,system' in
general," as well as to'
study the relationship
bet ween
Machiavellianism and
violence within the
prison.

NEW YORK (AP) —
American labor leaders
have lost touch with the
needs and desires of the
workers they represent,
according to an
overwhelming majority
of the respondents in the
latest Associated
Press-NBC News poll.
A strong majority of
those polled from
households with at least
one union member agree
that labor leaders are out
of touch with their
constituents.
Overall, only 1 in 5 people believes the labor
movei,$ent is gaining
stznh and 1 in 3said no
wo kers, either public or
private, should be allowed to strike.
The poll was taken of
1,601 adults who were
contacted at random by
telephone Sept. 28-29 in a
scientifically selected nationwide sample.
Seventy-three percent
agreed with the statement, "American labor
leaders are out of touch
with the needs and
desires of the workers
they represent," while 18
percent disagreed and 9
percent said, they were
not sure.
Among people who said
that either they or some
other members of their
households were union

telephones, there is only 1
members, 67 percent 5 percent were not sure.
sample chance in 20 that the
agreed with _t kr -- As with
surveys, the- results of findings would vary by
statement.
- Twenty percent of all AP-NBC News polls can more than 3 percentage
respondents said they vary from the opinions of points.
believe the labor,., all Americans because of
Of course, the results
movement in the United chance variations in the
could differ from other
States is getting stronger, saMple.
For a poll based on polls for a number of
while 39 percent said it is
getting weaker, 34 per- about 1,800- interviews, additional reasons. Difcent said it is staying the results are subject to ferences in the exact Worabout the same and 7 per- an error margin of 3 ding of questions,
percentage points either differences in when the
cent were unsure.
The response from peo- way because of chance interviews were conple in households in- variations. That is, if one ducted and different
cluding at least one union could have talked this methods of interviewing
member almost matched past week to all could also cause
the answers of people not Americans with variations.
from union households:
20 percent said the labor
movement is getting
In a caption on Saturday's business page,
stronger, 40 percent said
wildlife artist Ray Harm was incorrectly idenweaker, 37 percent said
tified as Ray Hart. The business page staff
the same and 3 percent
apologizes for the error.
were unsure.
Forty-six percent said The Murray ledger & Times tries to conedt promptly any monk
they think any worker, tact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news &Rides.
public or private, should That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or seed far
he allowed to go on strike. clarification please call 753-1916.
Thirty-six percent said no
_ AS
worker should be allowed
to strike, while 12 percent
said only private workers
should be allowed to
strike and 6 percent were
not sure.
However, among
respondents from union
households, 56 percent
said any worker should
be allowed to strike,
while 27 percent said no
worker, 12 percent said
only private workers and

Corrections& Amplifications

Fall
Sale

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

STOREWIDE
Monday,Oct.5
Thru Saturday
Oct. 10, 1981

1982 Model
6.2 Diesel
Now In Stock
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617
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lid Air (Stater

641 South, Murray

Open
Mon.-Sat.9-6

GINERAL MOTORS WTI DIVISION
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WE'VE SCARED%
UP SURE
SAVINGS
FOR YOU!

Wiggins
Furniture
Thuz.3Crt.8

Layaway
For
Christmas

Wiggins
Will Be Closed
All Day Tuesday
& Wednesday ,
Marking
Prices Down!

Over 300
Sofas, Love
Seats, Chairs
and 20
Hide-A-Beds
To Choose
From
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For Christmas
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-Continuous Family Service Since 1886"

95years Of Service

Dining
Room Suites
In Maple,
• Pine, Oak,
EV011 Some With Gloss
Tops

1.H 'Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now, grandson,
Tommy Walker have prov;ded.o-total of 95 years of
cinnTi se'rvict. This allows the 1.H. Churchill Funeral
Home to arrange-dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Tommy Wenter-Owslor

733.2411

753-0550
Murray

Wiggins Furniture Company

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

Murray, Ky.
No.on 641
Miles
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